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Candidates visiting area communities

First district may hold key to primary race
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP) — Harvey
Sloane visited Paducah,
Smilhland, Powderly and
Russellville during one campaign
swing last week.
Martha Layne Collins could be
found in Cadiz, Elkton, Greenville
and Henderson in one day.
Grady Stumbo hustled through
Murray, Mayfield, Hopkinsville,
and Madisonville.
Those communities would appear to have little in common. But
in the Democratic primary campaign for governor, they share one
important distinction: They are
located in the state's First Congressional District.
And some politicians believe the
Purchase area holds the key to the
outcome of the May 24 election.
The district starts down by the
Mississippi River in the west and
spreads out to a jagged line formed by the counties of Henderson,
McLean, Ohio, Butler and Logan
in the east.

STATE CHAMPION — Mark Boggess, a junior at Murray High
School, placed first in the high jump at the state championship meet
with a leap of 6-foot4.(See related story, photos on Page 10.)

WASHINGTON(AP) — The MX
missile, whose decade of development has been dogged by controversy over whether it is needed
and how to base it, faces likely door-die decisions in Congress this
week.
The House was beginning
debate today on a resolution that
would free $625 million for
engineering and flight-testing of

Former chairman criticizes TVA
priorities on salaries, air pollution
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Aubrey "Red" Wagner, who
retired in 1978 as the longestserving chairman of the Tennessee Valley Authority, now watches the agency from the
sidelines.
And he doesn't like some of what
he sees.
Today's TVA is too concerned
about raising executives' salaries
and cleaning up air pollution and
isn't paying enough attention to
keeping the price of electricity
low, Wagner said in a recent interview.
Wagner says his successors
acted too hastily in stopping construction of eight nuclear reactors
he started. And he said he fears
the region's ability to grow will be
stifled by a lack of power in the
next century.
The seven-state federal utility's
current directors, of course, don't
agree.
TVA is celebrating its 50th birthday this year, and Wagner, 71,
was there almost from the beginning.
The red-haired, ruddy-faced
farm boy from Wisconsin joined
TVA as a navigation engineering
aide in 1934 — a year after TVA
was created to harness the Tennessee River for flood control,
navigation and electricity.
Wagner helped build Norris Dam

— TVA's first big project.
He became a navigation
engineer in 1941 and took charge
of TVA's navigation branch in
1948. He was promoted to assistant general manager in 1951 and
became general manager three
years later.
President Kennedy appointed
Wagner to the TVA board in 1961
and promoted him to chairman a
year later. A man who avoided
partisan politics, Wagner was
reappointed to a second nine-year
term by President Nixon in 1969.
Wagner worked to bring industry to the region and, in the
late 1960s, stood up for equal opportunity for blacks.
But environmentalists criticized
his cheap-power-at-any-cost
philosophy that made TVA a major buyer of strip-mined coal and
one of the nation's biggest producers of sulfur dioxide air pollution, a cause of acid rain.
When Wagner's second term expired in 1978, then-President
Carter sided with environmentalists, and Wagner, then 65„
chose not to seek a third term.
"I felt like we ought to try to
control air quality within a
reasonable price," said Wagner,
who fought the Environmental
Protection Agency's efforts to
make TVA coal-fired power plants
comply with air-pollution staffdards.

Jean Fleming named Kentucky
Division Secretary of the Year
Jean Fleming was named 1983
Kentucky Division Secretary of
the Year at the division's annual
meeting held in Elizabethtown on
May 20-21.
As Murray's 1982 SOTY, Fleming was required to submit a written resume for scoring under Professional Secretaries International guidelines. Each participant was required to answer one
question from each of three
judges. The judges' scores are
combined with the score from the
written resume to determine the
Kentucky SOTY.
Fleming is employed as a professional secretary by Ted F. Billington Consulting Engineers. She
has been a member of PSI since
1976 and has held various offices
Including president of the Murray
Chapter. She has also served on
several division committees.
Fleming is a past president of
lcome Wagon New Corners
Club and is an active member of
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"They said, 'You can't put a
price on clean airLBut I think you
can put a price Vreverything," he
said.
Wagner said he opposed expensive anti-pollution measures
because he thought TVA's coal
plants would soon be replaced by
nuclear plants. Wagner started
what was planned as the nation's
largest nuclear power network —
seven plants with 17 reactors —
and he says TVA's current directors were wrong to stop building
three of those plants.
TVA directors halted construction because they said new powerdemand estimates show the plants
won't be needed before the end of
the century. Stopping construction
of the three plants' eight reactors
will save electric customers an
estimated $546 million during the
next 20 years.
"It is a mistake anytime, I
think, to start a project and then
stop it. The money you have spent
is just gone and you can't get it
back," Wagner said.
"We're 'having to build power
plants 10, 12 years in advance,and
we can't forsee economic conchtions that far in advance," he said.

portly cloudy
Partly cloudy with highs in
the mid 70s. Northwest 5 to 15
mph. Tonight clear with lows in
the low 50s. Calm winds. Tuesday sunny with highs near 80.
Light winds.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
369.3
Kentucky Lake
369.3

One Section — 16 Pages
Aces
Classifieds
14,1
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Dr. Lamb
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Jean Fleming
Epislon Sigma Alpha Sorority.
She is an active member and
deaconess of the First Christian
Church.
.
She is married to Del Fleming,
who is employed by Ingersol
Rand, Mayfield, and they have
four children.

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The hterrey lodger Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to coil 753-1916 between 3:30
p.m. suds p.m., Mem* Arm* Friday, or 3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Software.

Voters in the district support
themselves in such diverse occupations as coal mining,
manufacturing, tourism and
agriculture.
The significance of the First can
be traced to two important and
related circumstances. One is the
heavy registration of Democrats.
While Kentucky voter registration rolls are distinctly
Democratic, the proportional
representation in the First
District is greater for the party
than in any of the state's six other
congressional districts. Of the
region's 525,844 people, there are
about 10 Democrats to each
Republican.
But perhaps even more important, the Democrats have a firm
tradition of exercising their voting
privilege.
As the candidates noted during
their last week of hand-shaking
and speaking, being "for"
somebody in the election doesn't
mean anything unless that support shows up at the election polls.

the MX. The money was appropriated last Detember but
temporarily frozen because of
uncertainly as to how the intercontinental missile would be based.
Immediately after the vote on
the resolution Tuesday, the House
plans to take up the section of the
1984 defense authorization bill that
includes more than $4.5 billion in
procurement and development
money for the MX. More than $5
billion already has been spent on
the program.
The MX, whose future was in
doubt a few months ago after Congress rejected a "dense pack,"
closely spaced basing method,
was given new life last month by a
presidential advisory commission.
In a carefully drawn compromise,the bipartisan panel called for deploying 100 of the 10warhead weapons in existing

Stumbo alluded to that at one
stop. "There's a whole lot of
Democratic voters down here and
they like to vote," he said.
The battle for votes in the area
is of paramount importance. And
that's why all three major candidates spent time stumping in the
district in the final week of the
campaign.
Predictably, all three candidates claimed to have the First
District in their corner.
"We feel good about it," Mrs.
Collins said. -We're counting on
carrying the rirst Congressional
District." The area's Democratic
congressman, Rep. Carroll Hubbard, pledged early in the campaign to help Mrs. Collins carry
the district.
"We'll not concede a single
county to Collins in the First
District," said James King, the
political strategist behind the
Sloane campaign. "Nor to Stumbo,for that matter."
Stumbo is the only candidate to
admit he may be trailing in the

Minuteman silos while beginning
research on a more politically
popular small, mobile missile for
the 1990s.
The commission also called for
new strategic arms control initiatives with the Soviet Union.
President Reagan has said production and deployment of the MX
— a weapon he has dubbed
"Peacekeeper" — is vital to
modernize the U.S. land-based
missile force and induce the
Soviets to agree to significant
arms reductions at the negotiating
table in Geneva.
Congressional critics questioned Reagan's desire for arms control, but he apparently picked up
some votes from wavering congressmen by giving them written
and personal assurances of his
commitment.
As a result of that and the inclusion of the small missile in the
defense program, MX advocates

district, but just by a small
margin that he expects to make up
by Tuesday. -We'll win down
here," he said.
The campaign rhetoric in
western Kentucky was targeted to
the audience. Tourism promotion
was stressed. Farm policies were
outlined. Everyone promised to
seek a solution to the problems
associated with the burning of the
high sulfur coal mined in the area.
The three candidates also pledged that their memories would not
fail them, if elected governor in
November.
know the difference between
McCracken County and Pike
County," said Mrs. Collins. "I will
be here often."
"I'll not forget who you are or
where you are," Stumbo pledged.
"I'll not forget western Kentucky
when I'm governor."
"I will never forget western
Kentucky," said Sloane."Western
Kentucky is the breadbasket for
Kentucky. You're not going to be
forgotten."

are optimistic they will be able to
eke out a victory and keep the
weapon from being scrapped.
Opponents, who say the missile
is not needed and also could
heighten chances of a nuclear
war, also predict a close vote.
Leaders of the Republican-run
Senate also hope to obtain a floor
vote on the MX resolution, along
with a House-passed measure
raising the government's debt
ceiling to $1.39 trillion, before both
houses recess for a long Memorial
Day weekend.
The Senate also is expected to
confirm President Reagan's
nomination of former Sen.
Richard Stone of Florida as a
special envoy to Central America.
The House will interrupt work
on the $187.8 billion defense
authorization bill to vote Wednesday on a catch-all, $4.8 billion supplemental spending measure for
the current fiscal year.

Calloway Middle students take part
in Talent Identification Program
Anisha Frizzell and Neil Sharp,
seventh grade students at
Calloway County Middle School,
recently were invited to attend the
Talent Identification Program
Grand Award Ceremony held at
Duke University in Durham,N.C./
Frizzell is the daughter of M.
and Mrs. David Frizzell and Sharp
is the son of Ms. Sue Sharp and
Karl Sharp.
Frizzell, sponsored by the
Calloway County school system,
attended the award ceremony.
She was accompanied to Durham
by her parents and brother. She
received a certificate of merit and
a dictionary for her high combined scores on the SAT-V and SATM. Sharp, wholitvill be attending
the state award ceremony in June
was invited due to his score on the
99th percentile on the SAT-M. Only 26 students from Kentucky were
invited to attend the Grand Award
Ceremony. Calloway County Middle School received a certificate of
merit for high scoring students.
There were 21 seventh grade
students at Calloway County Middle School selected by Duke
University to participate in the
Talent Identification Program.
The selection of these students
was based on standardized
achievement test scores above the
97th percentile in verbal,
mathematics, and language
areas.
Participation in the program
provides several benefits for
students. These students are invited to attend various workshops
and seminars held throughout the
country during the summer months. They are placed on mailing
lists of various colleges and
universities to allow for early college exploration, early admits
tance programs, and possible
scholarships. Students receive appraisal of mathematical reasoning, verbal reasoning, and english
composition relative to those of
the higher achieving seventh
graders in the talent search
region. The region includes
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,

HONORED AT DUKE UNIVERSITY — Calloway County Middle
School students Neil Sharp and Anisha Frizzell were invited to attend
the Talent Identification Program Grand Award Ceremony at Duke
University.
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, were Matthew Cohen and Frizzell.
Mississippi, Missouri, North The students scoring in the top 10
Carolina, South Carolina, Ten- percent of the test group on the
nessee, Texas, Oklahoma, test of standard written English
Nebraska,and Iowa.
were Cohen and Bethany ThompThe 21 students selected were son.
administered the Scholastic ApThere were 11,200 students in
titude Test, better known as the the talent search region parcollege boards, on Jan. 22, at ticipated in the program. KenPaducah Tilghman School. tucky students are selected to parStudents scoring in the upper 10 ticipate in either the Grand Award
percent of the test group in math ceremony at Durham or the state
were Frizzell and Sharp. Those award ceremony to be held at the
scoring in the upper 10 percent of Western Kentucky University
the test group in verbal areas
(Continued On Page 2)
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Campaign roundup
'7-

• • •
•
Tom Harris, Democratic candidate for commissioner for
agriculture, has announced his
state campaign committee.
Harris said, "I am extremely
pleased to have each of these
outstanding individuals involved
in my campaign."
Members of the committee from
the First, Second and Fourth Congressional Districts are E.B.
Howton, Murray; R.T. Smith, Sr.,
Madisonville; Senator Pat McCuiston, Pembroke; Joe Meng,
Bowling Green; George Stiles,
Howardstown; John Moser,
Louisville; and Joe Claxon,
Florence.

• • •
Mike Miller, Democratic candidate for Kentucky state
treasurer, has brought his campaign home to the First Congresional District.

(Continued From Page 1)
campus in Bowling Green. Cohen.
along with Frizzell and Sharp will
represent the Calloway County
schools there.
Cohen, Frizzell and Sharp were
selected to participate in the Duke
University summer enrichment
program in Durham this summer.
Cohen and Frizzell were selected
due to extremely high scores in
math areas. Those attending will
receive college credit for the

class.
Calloway County Middle School
students participating in the
talent search were Carey Alexander, Tracy Banks, William
Brown, Cohen. Ray L. Dunn,
Leslie Erwin, Frizzell, Joanna
Gibbs, Patrick Gupton, Roger
Herndon, John Imes, Lori Jones,
Tammie Jones, Kyle Roberts,
Sharp, Thompson, Stephanie
Wilson, Jason Woods, Jason
Young,and Matthew Yuill.

Miller has taken his campaign
to all of Kentucky's seven congressional districts and has
established a network of campaign volunteers in each.
The Marshall County JudgeExecutive noted that he began his
campaign for state treasurer with
the encouragement of county
government officials and
volunteer workers across the
state.

Murrayan's son
appointed to high
Army position
WASHINGTON — James B.
Hall was recently confirmed as
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army ( Acquisition).
Hall is the principal Deputy for
the Development of the Army acquisition objectives, policies and
programs for obtaining the wide
variety of material and services
needed by a modern Army. He
also oversees procurement operations throughout the Army as well
as the Security Assistance Program for other countries.
Hall brings a solid background
of management experience to the
job, having been associated with
industry for nearly 30 years. He
was graduated from the U.S.
Military Academy and served on
active duty from 1948 to 1954.
Prior to his presidential appointment, Hall acted as a private
consultant to industry from his
Philadelphia, Pa., headquarters
for products which included electronics, ordinance, ultrasonics
and acoustic emission testing
devices for industrial, medical,
and government application with
emphasis on U.S. Government
research programs and Federal
regulatory agencies.
Hall is the son of Mrs. B.D. Hall
and the late Mr. B. D. Hall. Mrs.
Hall lives in Murray.
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Fair queen contestants
announced this week
Nine of the 37 contestants for the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen pageant planned for
Friday, May 27, at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University, have been announced.
The pageant will be sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club with
Lou Orr and Dana Stonecipher as
co-chairmen in cooperation with
the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees.
Brenda Conley, 1982 queen, will
crown her successor.
Pictures of the other contestants
will be published throughout this
week.
Nine contestants include:
Jill Childress, junior at
Calloway County High School, is
the daughter of Edgar and Faye
Childress, Rt. 1, Dexter. She is
sponsored by her homeroom. Her
special activities include
cheerleading, swimming, modeling and jogging.
Tammy Chadwick, senior at
Murray High School, is the
daughter of Mrs. Dean Chadwick,
1613 Parklane. She is sponsored by
the DECA Club. Her special activities include swimming, dancing and boating.
Missy Emerson, senior at Murray High School,is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Emerson, 1503
Chaucer Dr. She is sponsored by
her homeroom. Her special activities include water skiing, cooking and swimming.
Jill Johnson, senior at Calloway
County High School, is the
daughter of Jim and Janice
Johnson, Rt. 7. She is sponsored

by the basketball team. Her
special activities include FFA,
FBLA, Student Council, Pep Club
and swimming.
Jill Morris, senior at Murray
High School, is the daughter of
Mrs. Wanda Miles, 1505 Oxford
Dr. She is sponsored by her
homeroom. Her special activities
include water skiing, horseback
Jill Morris
Tammy Patrick
riding,swimming and jogging.
Carlie Morrison, student at
Calloway County High School, is
the daughter of Joyce and Shelby
Morrison, Rt. 6. Her special activities include horseback riding,
FHA,Teens Who Care,swimming
and working at hospital.
Tammy Patrick, junior at
Calloway County High School, is
the daughter of Marie Patrick, Rt.
4. She is sponsored by Teens Who Tammy Chadwick Jill Johnson
Care. Her special activities include horseback riding, skating,
swimming, FBLA, playing guitar
and Medical Explorer at hospital.
Janee Sims, senior at Calloway
County High School, is the
daughter of Ray and Carol Sims,
Rt. 4. She is sponsored by her
homeroom. Her special activities
include cheerleading, swimming,
jogging and FBLA.
Missy Emerson Carlie Morrison
Shelly Wilkins, senior at
Calloway County High School, is
the daughter of Mrs. Torrie Gust,
Rt. 2, Hazel. She is sponsored by
her foreign language club. Her
special activities include foreign
language, pep club, camping,dancing and horseback riding.
The swim party for the contestants will be Thursday at 12:30
p.m. at the home of Pat Kiesow on
Janee Sims
Jill Childress
Hermitage Drive.

;so

TALENT PARTICIPANTS — Calloway County Middle School students participating in Duke University's
Talent Identification Program include (from left, front row) Matthew Cohen, Patrick Gupton, John Imes,
Ray Dunn, Tammie Jones, Lori Jones, Roger Herndon, (second row) Leslie Erwin, Anisha Frizzell,
Stephanie Wilson, Bethany Thompson, William Erwin,(third row) Matthew Yulll, Carey Alexander, Joanna
Gibbs and Jason Young. Those not pictured are Tracy Brooks, William Brown,Kyle Roberts and Neil Sharp.

Vote For Sloane Tomorrow!

DELIGHTED DANCERS — These costumed couples participated in the Murray Squar-A-Naders spring
festival this weekend in the Murray State University Student Center. Approximately 200 dancers took advantage of the opportunity to practice their square and round dancing skills and to learn new ones. The event
featured three workshopsfor the dancers and two dances.

Police charge three after accident
For a ride to the polls - call 753-1983
Free drop-in babysitting services at
the headquarters 105 N. 12th Street.

Harvey Sloane
is ahead in the polls
A poll commissioned by WHAS-TV, released Friday,shows that Sloane leads Mrs. Collins 37 percent
to 30 percent, with Stumbo at 21 percent.
Officials with the Collins and Sttunbo campaigns
each discounted the poll, saying it was weighted
toward the urban vote, was commissioned by a station that has endorsed Sloane and was carried out
by a firm that incorrectly predicted last November
that voters would approve the merger of Louisville
and Jefferson County governments.
The Louisville research firm of Riddick Flynn
and Associates said it received responses via
telephone from 3,000 registered Democrats from 60
precincts in 13 counties across the state from Sunday through Thursday. It said the survey had a
margin of error of less than 2 percent.
The size of the group from which the 3,000
responses were taken was not known.
Those responding had voted in at least one
primary between 1979 and 1982 and indicated they
would vote in Tuesday's primary. The counties
were selected for their density of Democratic
registration.
°
About half of the respondents had been contacted
before Brown's endorsement of Stuinbo was announced Monday, the pollster said. Before the announcement, Sloane was favored by 35 percent,
Mrs. Collins 32 and Stumbo 20 with 13 percent
undecided.
After the endorsement, Sloane was favored by 39
percent, Mrs.coffins 30 percent andStumbo n with
10 percent undecided.

Sloane picked up endorsements Friday from state
Energy Secretary William B. Sturgill and Rep.
Romano Mazzoli, D-Ky.
Sturgill said in Lexington that Sloane best
understood the needs of Kentucky's coal and
agricultural industries, including the need to
develop more foreign markets.
Mazzoli, who represents the 3rd Congressional
District in Louisville, said Sloane had the experience and maturity needed to meet "the very
important and very challenging years ahead."
Each of the candidates campaigned Friday at a
small-business seminar in Lexington and promised
to give businessmen a hand for the next four years.
Sloane said his four-year goal was creation of
150,000 jobs, adding that his first act as governor
would be to convene an "economic summit conference" of businessmen from every Kentucky
county.

FOR GOVERtOR

Sloane
PALO FOS ST CAUOWAY COMMIS FOR HARVEY SLOANE

burst through the wall of the house
,into the bedroom hitting the bed
that Hornbuckle was in, knocking
her out into the floor of the
bedroom. Hornbuckle was
transported to Murray Calloway
County Hospital where she was
treated and released.
James Pierce, 33, 1303 Chestnut
St., a passenger in the Maupin
vehicle, was treated by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
He then backed up and turned ambulance crew and transported
the car around in the road, back- to the local hospital.
ing east on Pine Street. According
Pierce was not injured by the
to reports, he then left the road, accident but was apparently
still going backwards, hit a street assaulted after the accident.
sign post, went through a metal Reports say the weapon used in
chain link fence, through the yard, the assault was possibly a brick
then hitting the house at 211 Pine bat.
Street, owned by Charlene HornHospital officials say Pierce
buckle.
was treated for contusions and
Reports say the rear fender on lacerations to the head. He has
been released from the hospital,
the driver's side of the vehicle

A one-vehicle accident early
Sunday morning resulted in
damage to a home located at 211
Pine St., according to reports
from the Murray Police Department.
A vehicle driven by Don
Maupin, 37, Kevil, was traveling
east on Pine Street when he
reportedly crossed a sidewalk, a
yard and struck a tree.

according to reports.
Police report no arrests in the
assault incident but add they do
have suspects and are investigating.
Damage, as a result of the accident, was done to a street sign and
post, property of the City of Murray. Also, property of Hornbuckle
damaged in the accident was
listed as a chain link fence, a
metal post, the yard and house 211
Pine St. and to a few items in the
house.
Jackie Sims who was also a
passenger in the Maupin vehicle,
was charged with wanton endangerment after the accident occurred.
Maupin was charged with public
intoxication and driving under the
influence.
Pierce was charged with public
intoxication, according to reports.

Vote For Johnnie R.
Prichard For Murray.
City Councilman
Tuesday, May 24
I have the time and hopefully the vision, knowledge and judgement to serve and represent you in a frugal, positive, aggressive
and progressive manner.
I"Please go to the polls tomorrow and exercise one of your most
important rights and vote for the candidate of your choice."
THANK YOU
Paid he By Us Cam/Moto
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The 11th hour. The day before. With the primary
election in Kentucky less than 24 hours away, it's
worth noting that we as Kentuckians have a responsible to ourselves and to our state. Go Vote.
It's been said time and time again that voting is a
privilege afforded every of-age American by the
Constitution of the United States. This is true but we
must realize one other thing. Voting is a privilege
but each of us needs to exercise our voices in this
election because it will select the candidates for the
November general election for the top local and
state positions.
During 1983, Murray will elect a new city council
and, along with the county, vote to elect a state
senator. The state will select new office holders for
governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state,
attorney general, treasurer, auditor of public accounts, commissioner of agriculture, railroad commissioner and superintendent of public instruction.
It's our town, our district, our state. Care about
what happens. Let your vote be heard. Go vote.

Mexico needs help
Nothing much ever happens in the little
Mexican
community of Alamos, sleeping against
the Sierra
Madre foothills in Senora.
Nothing until recently, that is.
On the morning of May 1, about
80 armed
peasants appeared at El Caracol traile
r park near
town. They seized the park and took
four U.S.
citizens as prisoners for a time.
The peasants, carrying rifles and pistol
s, say they
are members of the leftist Workers
Revolutionary
Party. Nevertheless, the citizens of
Alamos do not
seem to be taking the episode seriously.
Alamos, 35 miles island from Navoj
oa, is a
federally protected parklike community.
Once an
important silver mining center, it now has
a colony
of U.S. citizens who have restored the
mansions
wealthy Mexicans and the French built
in the last
century.
At first glance, the Alamos "revolutio
n" seems a
minor event. But there are serious
problems in
Mexico these days. There are many signs
of unrest.
At the recent May Day Parade in Tijuana,
for instance, some 30,000 disgruntled union worke
rs marched in protest. They demanded pay incre
ases and
an end to runaway inflation, which has
reached 200
percent in a little more than a year. March
ing in the
parade were teachers, bus drivers and
assembly
plant workers.
The situation in Alamos may well be an
indication
of feelings throughout Mexico. There is
much anger
brought about by corruption, unemployme
nt and inflation.
Mexico's leaders have a job cut out for
them in
restoring a healthy economy and civic tranqu
ality
to their nation. They will need all the
help we and
our government can give them.

Manual reign ends
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Publisher
MATTHEW S. SANDERS,Managing Editor
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ALICE ROUSE,Business Office Manager
The Murray Ledger & Times I USPS
308-700
The Murray Ledger & Times is publis
every afternoon except Sundays, Julyhed
4,
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Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc., 1001 Whitnell Dr., Murra
y, Ky. 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky.
42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
by carriers, $3.50 per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan and
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To reach all departments of the
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The Murray Ledger & Times is a member
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Press, Kentucky Press
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and Southern
Newspaper
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The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murray Ledger
& Times.
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Oh, there was an authority about it, that's for
sure. The keys slamming each letter to forever, the
carriage — when oiled properly and broken-in —
thunking heavily, the roller biting the sheet.
Second-guessing was not built into the system.
Nope,the typewriter was final.
That was not, of course, always a virtue. It had a
way, at the close of business letters, for instance, of
committing an irreversible error. It ground up copy
paper by the ream, searching for a simple lead. It
could stare a writer down at 2 a.m. Such as its
authority.
The jig has been up for years, though. And last
week they built the last typewriter — last manual
typewriter, that is — in the United States. Bundy
Typewriter Co. of Philadelphia ordered a few hundred extra Smith-Corona portables, which it expects to last about six months."Then," said Robert
Morris, Bundy's general manager, "they could be
gone forever."
A few foreign models will still be available,
Brother (Japanese) and Royal (German), but the
reign is ended, closed out by its electrified descendants and the video display terminal, a more permisive and compliant instrument (if you promise
not to dump coffee on the keyboard or wear electrostatic underwear and if there's a three-prong,
grounded plug handy and the memory isn't
overloaded and the transient copy doesn't decide —
as it does on an occassionaly whim — to visit
Detroit or Alpha Centauri).
VDTs are easy-going, promiscuous machines.
You had to marry a typewriter — fight with it,
smooth things over, wax jealous, get comfortable,
develop a mutual understanding over the long haul.
How do you explain something like that to a kid who
has grown up with a DELETE button?

re •

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother recently
broke her hip. It seems that this injury usually starts the downhill slide
for older people. I would like to know
how many people break their hips
each year and if there is any help in
sight from the medical profession?
F.B.
ANSWER: Nearly 200,000 older
Americans suffer broken hips yearly

and in 50 percent of cases this leads
to a rest home. Moreover, complications from broken hips is fairly high
on the list of leading causes of death.
Women, who have thinner bones, are
four times as susceptible as men.
Mayo Clinic doctors now believe
they have a cure for the condition
that causes older hips to break so
easily. The cause is bone thinning
due to natural loss of protein and
calcium that comes with age. The
cure is large doses of sodium
flouride, which not only stops thinning but restores bone tissue. Under a
grant from the National Institutes of
Health clinical tests continue.
Meanwhile researchers agree that
adequate calcium for bone building,
the need for which may increase with
age, is hard to get strictly from diet.

Supplements such as calcium tablets
may be indicated. Exercise is also a
higly recommended means of
building bone mass.
HEARTLINE: I have been receiving education benefits from the
Veterans Administration for three
years, claiming my wife and two
children. Now the VA is suddenly
asking for a marriage certificate and
birth certificates for my children.
Why are they asking now when they
have already been paying me for
them? T.W.
ANSWER: VA regulations now require the submission of verification
for veterans' dependents. This is to
insure that veterans are receiving
the appropriate amount of monthly
benefits for the proper number of
dependents. Failure to furnish the re-

letters to the editor

Writer feels Barkley has proven himself

Those interested in quality educat
ion
asked to support McDonald in
election

On-the-job training
funds available for
seasonal farm workers

Tiger band expresses thanks

thoughts in season

Reunion set for 400th Regiment
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looking back

Ten years ago
The dedication of a monument to
Calloway County men who have lost
their lives in service of their country
will be on Memorial Day at 1 p.m.
The monument to be erected by the
Murray Jaycees will be placed at the
northwest corner of the court square.
Deaths reported include Dashia
Marie Doran, 10 hours.
Johnny Riley, 16-year-old junior at
Calloway County High School, won
To The Editor:
He also commissioned an important
first in the first chess tournament at
Three years ago, Alben Barkley,
Image is not everything. Alben
study on the milk-marketing law
the school. He defeated Kevin Penick
good old boy from the country, very
Barkley, commissioner of
which lays the foundation for
for the championship with 50 persons
unlike the preppy businessman and
agriculture and candidate for lieutemodification of that law to relieve
participating in the tournament.
lawye
rs
of the Brown administration,
nant governor, has a dimpled instead
consumers of the artificially high
Installed as officers of the Kirksey
called
this
game
as
it
was. The truths
of a cleft chin, a round instead of a
price of milk.
Unit of Parent-Teacher Association
Barkley spoke about Brown and
square jaw, and curly blond instead
Perhaps most important of all, he
were Mrs. Billy Bazzell, Mrs.
Welch were startling then, but are
of graying, executive-cut hair.
was the first official to stand up to the
Charl
es Coleman, Mrs. Earl Lamb
now generally acknowledged in
Commissioner Barkley is basing
hypocritical, self-serving zeal of Gov.
and
Mrs.
Johnny Ingram.
newsp
aper
editor
ials and confirmed
his campaign on his acJohn Brown and his brought-on enDr. William T. Parker and his wife
in new stories and comments of other
complishments in office. He cleaned
forcer, Neil Welch. Not only did
presented a program of folk music at
public figures.
up a boondoggle of abuse. He
Brown and Welch engineer the
the meeting of the Murray Lions Club
Comm
issi
oner
Barkley saw
established commodities programs
smearing of an innocent person
at Murray Woman's Club House.
through the "new" politics to its
for school lunches and for local jails
(Barkley) in the media, but Brown
Twenty years ago
basic
"old"
self-aggrandizement,
which have saved the taxpayers over
also tried to strip away important
A contract for flood water retarambit
ion,
and
power
-hung
er.
He
a million dollars during the first year
constitutional functions of the
ding structure in West Fork of Clarks
challenged the Brown administraof operation. He beefed up the
Department of Agriculture. He was
River Watershed went to Wilkins
tion's action against the Department
brucellosis program to protect Kenabetted in this acticin by misguided
Const
ruction Co. of Calvert City, acof
Agric
ulture in the courts, where
tucky's cattle industry, and
attorney general opinions from Steve
cording to Brown C. Tucker, contracBrown and Beshear were proved
developed the CEM program to proBeshear. These opinions were later
ting officer.
wrong, and their dismantling of the
tect the thoroughbred horse industry.
struck down in the courts.
Deaths reported include Eubert
Department of Agriculture undone.
Parke
r,67.
Alben Barkley saw the new politics
Harry Allison in a report at the
for what it was: simply slicker, more
meeting of the Murray Jaycees said
deceitful, media-managed methods
a total of 11,305 doses were given at
of self-service and powergrabbing.
oral polio vaccine clinics in Murray
I urge you to vote for Barkley for
and
Calloway County on May 19.
To The Editor,
lieute
nant governor. He has proven
background and civic involvement,
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell, Eula Mae
himself a person of insight and
Alice McDonald has been endorsed
Mrs. McDonald was appointed to two
Doherty and Roszella Henry of Murfor the office of superintendent of
substance, not just image.
national boards: the National Counray attended a meeting of the Interpublic instruction by the Murrray
cil on Educational Research and the
Sincerely,
national Reading Association in
Education Association and the KenPresident's Advisory Committee on
Tom Dulin
Louisville on May 17.
tucky Education Association because
Women.
Athens, Ky.
Johnny Rose, Nick Terhune, Steve
of her commitment to the improveHowever, more important than her
McCoy and Jimmy Ellis are new ofment of education in the past and her
past experience is Mrs. McDonald's
ficers of Murray High School Hi-Y
continued commitment for the
commitment for the future — to
Club. David Driskill is sponsor.
future.
make education the number one
Thirty years ago
Her educational experience is the
priority of every Kentuckian. She
Four Greyhound bus loads of
kind of foundation we need for an inalso plans to provide a means for conboosters for Nashville, Tenn., will
novative leader for the state of Kentinuous involvement of all interested
come to Murray for a good will tour
tucky. Mrs. McDonald has been a
and appropriate parties in shaping
To The Editor,
on May 26, according to Jack Frost,
guidance counselor and teacher, an
Kentucky's educational policy.
We would like to take this opexecutive secretary of the Murray
instructional coordinator, and deputy
We who are interested in quality
portunity to thank you and your staff
Chamber of Commerce.
superintendent and assistant
education for Kentucky's children
for the excellent coverage our proThe Murray Fire Department was
superintendent for federal programs
need to be heard. A positive step
gram has received since opening our
called
yesterday to a fire at a home
for the Kentucky Department of
toward that is to vote for Alice
satellite office in Murray.
at 100 Spruce St.
Education. She has served as chief
McDonald for Superintendent of
There are many misconceptions
Births reported include twin boys
assistant to the mayor of Louisville
Public Instruction on May 24.
about our program and it is always a
to Mr. and Mrs. John Earle Garland
— responsible for administering the
Educationally yours,
pleasure when we can clarify our obon May 12, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
operations of all city departments.
Murray Education Association
jectives and purposes via the media.
Juston Hughes on May 14 and a girl to
Because of her educational
Lanette Hunt, President
As you are aware, our program exMr. and Mrs. William McDougal on
ists to help people who have done
May 15.
seasonal farmwork in the past 2
Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Mrs. Wells
years, obtain steady non-farm
Purdom, Mrs. W.E. Blackburn, Mrs.
employment through services which
Henry Elliott, Mrs. Leon Grogan,
may include classroom training, onMrs. George Hart, Mrs. P.A. Hart,
To The Editor:
munity to know that your support is
the-job training, job counseling,
Mrs. Foreman Graham, Mrs. Price
On behalf of the Murray High Tiger
never taken for granted. Your supmanpower services and job developDoyle and Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester are
band and staff, I would like to export is vital to the continuation of our
ment.
new
press our most sincere appreciation
officers of the Captain Wendell
truely outstanding and superior band
We have identified many eligible
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
to Murray and the surrounding comprogram.
persons in Calloway County, but feel
American Revolution.
munities for the support that was
Personally, I would like to express
there
may be others who are not
Elected as officers of the J.N.
given to us in preparation for our remy deepest appreciation to
aware they qualify.
Williams Chapter of the United
cent trip to the Orange Blossom
everyone; students, staff, board, adAs you know, we presently have onDaughters of the Confederacy are
Festival in Orlando,Fla.
ministration, and community for
the-job training funds availabe to
Mrs. W.P. Roberts, Mrs. E.S.
We are proud to have represented
their outstanding support which
employers who hire our clients. This
Fergu
son, Mrs. E.A. Lassiter, Mrs.
Murray in the Orange Blossom
enabled the Murray Tiger Band to
tprogram reimburses participating
Luther Robertson, Mrs. Grady
Festival and feel that everyone that
have a super year. I would also like to
businesses for 1.2 of the client's wages
Miller, Mrs. D.F. McConnell, Mrs.
supported the Tiger Band, financialspecifically thank the Murray
durin
g the training period. In this
A.F. Doran, Mrs. Henry Elliott and
ly or otherwise, shares part of the
Ledger & Times for their fine
endeavor, also, a certain amount of
Mrs. Fred Gingles.
responsibility for the awards and
coverage and support of all our acpublicity is needed.
honors that we received while in
tivities this year. Thank you.
We thank you again for your help
Florida. We also appreciate the fine
Sincerely,
and would like to urge any interested
support that is given to us during the
Paul Blackburn,Band Director
business or individual to contact our
years and would like for the cornMurray Independent Schools
Murray office located in the Courthouse with the Red Cross on
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
By Ken Wolf
Fridays. The phone number is 753There is a certain brute, peasant
0708.
wisdom in these words, written by
To The Editor:
plans for a reunion of the members of
In September 1961, several hunSincerely, the late Chinese communist leader
the 400th Regiment. Anyone who
Mao Tse-tung in 1936:
Pamela Jetton
dred of the young men of Kentucky
served with the regiment at Ft. ChafWar is the highest form of
Field Representative
dropped their civilian pursuits to join
fee is invited to attend the reunion.
strug
gle for resolving conDorot
hy
together with their fellow members
Byas
It will be held on Saturday, July 23,
tradictions when they have
Region I Manager
of the 400th Regiment,100th Division, at the Lexington Bluegrass Depot Acdeveloped to a certain stage,
tivity. The meeting will start at 4
on Active Duty at Ft. Chaffee, Ark.
between classes, nations,
One year later they were home from
p.m., proceed to a buffet dinner at 6
states, or political groups, and
p.m., and end when everyone goes
the Berlin Crisis callup with an enit has existed ever since the
viable record of accomplishment.
home. Questions and reservations
emergence of private property
Locally, Company M, 398th Regishould be directed to the 400th Regiand of classes.
ment, took part in that great exment Reunion Headquarters at 1051
Several years after writing these
perience as part of the 400th RegiRussell Cave Pike, Lexington, 40505,
words Mao made his point even more
or call 606-254-1429. There has never
ment.
explicit with his famous statement
During that period, the 400th Regibeen a reunion of this group and it is
that "political powers grows out of
ment, commanded by Col. Harold
the first opportunity that the men of
the barrel of a gun."
Binkley of Lexington, was the largest
Murray and Calloway County who
such unit anywhere in the U.S. Army
serve
d
with
the
400th
of Chaffee will
.
Plans currently are underway for a
Graduates of the regimental training
have had to renew friendships and
second printing of Ken Wolf's
associations of those days. •
selived around the world, in Ger"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
many, Viet Nam, Korea, and other
We ask you and those former
collection of the author's columns
areas. Present-day members of the
members of the 400th to spread the
which have appeared in the Murray
successor unit to the 400th find
word and pass on the invitation to be
Ledger & Times. There will have to
graduates of the Berlin Crisis days
there. It will be a time to remember.
be 350 requests for the book to war• Thank you.
wherever they go.
,i'relok,
rant
a second printing. Those wanCol. Binkley has responded tb the
,1„. too',
Sincerely yours,
",
h/
ting
order the book, at $0 Per copy
to
suggestions and urgings of his col,1
1/ I
I
„
John R. Graham
lifiii(011.11/(el
for advance orders, should contact
'
;
01'111.
leagues in the old 400th and initia
/11,
Public
Chair
ity
man
ted
Susan Hart at 753-3474.
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quested documents could result in
reduction of monthly benefits.
HEARTLINE : How does VA
describe a "service connected
disability'? C.G.
ANSWER: A "service connected
disability" is any physical or mental
disease or injury incurred or aggravated during active service in line
of duty, providing the veteran was
discharged or separated under other
than dishonorable conditions.
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Banks and Vinson wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W.
Banks of Houston, Texas,
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Rebecca, to
Mark Cullen Vinson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mancil J.
Vinson of Murray.
Miss Banks is a granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. James Bowers
of Jackson, Miss., and of
Mrs. W.J. Banks and the
late Mr. Banks of
Houston, Texas.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of the University of Houston and a
member of Phi Gamma
Nu business sorority. She
is employed as a market
representative for Xerox
Corporation of Houston.
Mr. Vinson is the
grandson of Mrs. Lewis
Stephens and the late Mr.
Stephens of Lexington
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. H.C. Vinson of Murray.
The groom-elect is a
graduate of Murray State
University and a member
of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. He is
employed as an account
executive with Xerox
Corporation of Houston.
The wedding is planned
for Saturday, July 23, at
the Fair Haven United
Methodist Church,
Houston, Texas.

DATEBOOK
Boosters plan banquet
The Murray Athletic Boosters will sponsor the All
Spring Sports banquet on Tuesday, May 24, at 6
p.m. at the Murray High School, 501 Doran Rd. The
cost will be $2.50 per person for spaghetti, bread,ice
cream and drink. This will be for all boys and girls
in baseball, track, tennis and golf and their parents
and interested persons, according to Jerry Key,
president of the Boosters.

Nurses to hear Turner
District 13 of the Kentucky Nurses Association
will meet Wednesday, May 25, at 6 p.m. at DeVanti's at Murray. Nadine Turner, R.N., will discuss
-Health Care In China." One continuing education
unit will be awarded to those attending the event
open free to members and with a $5 charge to nonmembers.

Tennis play Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, May 24, at 9 a.m. at the club.
Substitues will be Jennifer Hewlett and Renee
Wynn. The lineup is as follows: Cindy Dunn, Martha Andrus, Julie Landolt and Vicky Holton.

Tennis play Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, May 25, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club. A substitute will be Kathy Kopperud.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Renee
Wynn, Carol Waller, Alice Rouse and Kay Ray;
Court Two — Ann Uddberg, Laura Miller, Leisa
Faughn and Annette Alexander.

Oaks club plans event
A family grill-out will be held at the Oaks Country
Club on Memorial Day, Monday, May 30, at 6 p.m.
For reservations call Jeanie Morgan,753-6112, Jane
Barnett, 753-2212, or the pro show,753-6454.

Rebecca Banks
to marry Mark Cullen Vinson

Ladies day events scheduled at Murray club
WALTMART

Ladies day activities
will be Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club.
TEAPOTS
Teapots with broken
spouts and decorated
mugs without handles
make attractive plant
holders.

1-8x10, 2-5 x7s and
10 wallets
THE DOCTOR WILL SEE YOU NOW'

only.

r

$11.86
Exclusive Wal-Mart Portrait Package
• 864 Deposit
• 511.86 Total Portrait Collection
• Portrait Collection includes: 1 - 10x13
size with FREE 1983 mat, plus
1 -8x10,2 - 5x7s and 10 - wallets
• We select 2 traditional poses for your
package
• Additional poses and sizes available
at reasonable prices
• 51.00 sitting fee for each additional
subject in portrait

CHERI 3
I.9:00+2 00 SAT.,SUN.

1.9.-srt

710,9:15 + 2:00 Sat.. Sun

ROY SCHEIDER

MALTZ

ziHrinvnicit

These Days OnlyMay:24, Tues.
25, Wed.,26
Thurs. and 27 Fri.
'Daily:
10 a.m.-8 p.m.
U.S. Highway ;
641 North Murray

A luncheon will be served at noon with Mary
Taylor and Ann Hoke as
chairmen of the
hostesses. Reservations
should be made today.
Other hostesses will be
Rita McKeel, Agnes
Payne, Sue Overbey,
Brenda Marquardt,
Georgianna Moffitt,
Kathy Kopperud,
Frankie McNutt, Nancy
Orr, Sadie West, Cindy
Howard, Janice Howe
and Vicki Miller.
Bridge will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Ruth Kennedy as hostess.
Golf will start at 9:30
a.m. with a shotgun teeoff. Betty Jc 3urdom will
be hostess. .nyone listed
in the lineup who is
unable to play should call
her at 753-2787. Any person desiring to play but
not listed should come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee One A — Mary
Bogard, Betty Lowry,
Diane Villanova and
Margaret Shuffett.
Tee One B — Chris
Graham, Sue Costello,
Faira Alexander and

CHUCK
DAVID
NORRIS CARRADINE
LONE WOLF McOUADE

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
Now Open Every Rite
Open 7 30•Start 8 00

Nothing To
Hide(X)
Plus
Cinderella 2000 R

Pam Mavity.
Tee Two — Ve Severns,
Billie Cohoon, Exie Hill
and Elizabeth Slusmeyer.
Tee Three — Inus Orr,
Evelyn Jones, Betty Jo
Purdom and Madelyn
Lamb.
Tee Four ,A — Judy
Latimer, Rini Hopson,
Sue Brown 'and Nancy
Fandrich.
Tee Four B — Jane
Fitch, Edith Garrison,
Nancy Haverstock and
Cathryn Garrott.
Tee Five — Louise
Lamb, Rowena Cullom,
Anna Mary Adams and
Euldene Robinson.
Tee Six A — Barbara
Stacey, Freda Steely,
Betty Pwell and Virginia
Schwettman.
Tee Six B — Frances
Richey and Jenny Hutson.
Tee Seven — Alice Furdom, Martha S. Ryan,
Sadie West and Frences
Parker.
Tee Eight — Mary
Belle Overbey, Laverne
Ryan, Eddie M. Outland
and Peggy Shoemaker.
Tee Nine A — Ann
Donelson, Pat Claypool,
Mary Watson and Marge

Hwy. 79 E.
Paris, Tn.
642-9905
Hrs. 7-12
Mon.-Wed.-Thurs.
4-12
Fri.-Sat.

0.1.00.•IC•1106.).11.1.414

MON."TOPSOIL" MEN'2" LADIES FREE
WED.-THURS."TENN. RIVER" AMPS"
FREE LADIES
FRI.-SAT. LISA ALLEN
FROM MURRAY
ADMISSION $5"

HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH
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The Step Ladder
will continually offer the best prices in
town for quality name brand children's
clothing.

Kipp.
Tee Nine B — Ethelene
McCallon, Debbie Fike
and Sherry Gibbs.
Winners
Winners for golf play on
Wednesday, May 18, were
anqounced by Rowena
Culibm, golf hostess, as
follows:
Championship —
Venela Sexton, winner,
Mary Bogard,runner-up.
First flight - Madelyn
Lamb,winner.
Second flight — Louise
Lamb, winner.
Third flight — Betty
Powell, winner; Rowena
Cullom and Euldene
Robinson, runners-up.

Golden Agers
plan meeting
The Golden, Age Club
will meet Thursday, May
26, at 11:30 a.m. in the
social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Featured will be a
potluck luncheon, a white
elephant sale and the
election of new officers.
The club had its April
meeting at the church
social hall. A potluck luncheon was served.
Members present were
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Marose, Luther Parks,
Mesdames Modena Butterworth, Otie McDougal,
Floy Caldwell, Thelma
Parker, Louise Palmer,
Ruth Banker, Naoma
Schwalm, Lucille Rollins,
Mary Ray and Opal
Reeves.
Guests_ were Mrs.
Priscilla Schanbacher
and Mrs. Carrol Hodges.

Schwan will be speaker
Dr. Edward S. Schwan, assistant dean of College
of Business and Public Affairs, Murray State
University, will be guest speaker a dinner meeting
of Western Kentucky Section of the american Institute of Chemical Engineers at Chong's
Restaurant, Reidland, on Tuesday, May 24. His
topic will be "The MBA: A Catalyst of Chemical
Management."
Schwan, also the MSU coordinator of graduate
studies in business, joined the staff at Murray State
in 1982. He formerly taught at Central Methodist
College, Fayette, Mo., Washington and Lee University, Virginia Tech and Metropolital State College.
He also has had experience in private industry. A
certified public accountant, he earned the B.A. and
bachelor of mechanical engineering degreets at
Union College, Schenectady, N.Y., the M.B.A.
degree at Cornell University and the D.B.A. degree
at the University of Colorado.

Rutledge in South Korea
Spc. 4 David E. Rutledge, son of Richard G. and
Rebecca L. Rutledge, 1115 Fairlane Dr., Murray,
has arrived for duty at Camp Casey, South Korea.
Rutledge, an electronic warfare systems repairer
with the 2nd Infantry Division, was previously
assigned at Fort Stewart, Ga. He is a 1976 graduate
of Decatur Central High School,Indianapolis,Ind.

Taylor gets license
Wally Taylor of Linton, Ind., received his private
pilot's license on May 10 from G.P.M. Aviation,
Ind., at Sullivan County Airport. The son of Ira B.
and Lillie Mae Taylor of Rt. 2, Hazel, he is married
to the former Ruth Ann Barrow and they have one
son, Clint.

Gilliam gets degree
Frank G. Gilliam, Jr., received a bachelor of arts
degree in philosophy from Haverford College,
Haverford, Pa., on May 16. A graduate of Murray
High School, he is the son of Willie B. Waldrop of
Murray. Gilliam was one of 233 graduates who were
awarded degrees at Haverford's 145th commencement.

Bazzell graduates
Charles Bazzell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bazzell, Rt. 2, Murray, was one of 231 students
receiving degrees at the spring commencement on
May 7 in Loyd Auditorium at Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Term. Bazzell received a Bachelor
of Arts degree with a major in Bible. Commencement speaker was Tennessee Lieutenant Governor
John Wilder who was awarded an honorary Doctor
of Laws degree by the college.

The Department of
Home Economics at Murray State University was
not only represented but
faculty were active participants in the 61st Annual State Conference of
the Kentucky Home
Economics Association
(KHEA) held recently in
Owensboro.
Dr. Virginia M. Slimmer, chairman of the
department, gave a panel
presentation on
"Megatrends and the
Home Economics Profession."
Miss Mary Conover, as
state advisor, sponsored
the Student Member Section of the KHEA.
Dr. Alice Koenecke,
chairman of the Awards
Committee, presented
awards and recognitions
for outstanding service
by members of the
KHEA.
Other faculty attending
the conference were Dr.
Joan Maupin and Mrs.
Judy Payne. Dr. Maupin
and Miss Conover were
hostesses during the Con-

"Just One of Those Songs'

RECITAL
DANCE
PRESENTED BY
Lyndia Cochran Dance
& Gymnastics Studio
Tues. May 24th at 7 p.m.
MSU Lovett Auditorium
No Admission

sumer Interest Workshop
on Tuesday.
Dr. Kinsey Green, executive director of the
American Home
Economics Association,
gave the keynote speech
on "Professional Commitment."
Green, Sen. Nelson
Allen, and Representatives Gerta Bendl and
Carl Nett were panelists
for a Public Policy
Forum. Panelists
depicted methods by
which home economists
can promote policies that
will aid families.
Consumer Interest
Workshop sessions and
presentators were:
"Managing Your Personal Energy" by James
Welch, President of Appalachian Management
Assistance; "The Family
Dollar in the 80's" by Dr.
Larry Jones from the
University of Kentucky;
"Public Policy Decisions: What Will They
Cost the Family" by
Doug Burnham and Dr.
Susan Willis from
Eastern Kentucky
University; "Your
Energy Bill is not all
Energy" by James
Sharpe and Forrest
Skaggs from the Kentucky Public Service
Commission; "Is Your
Oven Outdated" by Dr.
Karen Perch from the
University of Kentucky;
and "Society's Conflicting Sexual Messages for
Youth" by Dr. M. O'Neil
Weeks, acting dean, College of Home Economics,
University of Kentucky.

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY

Will Take:

2 CRISPY TACOS

(Boys up to size 20)

Maternity Clothing & Related Accessories
Beginning Monday, May 23rd 10:30-5:30
Bring in your items or I will pick up
for the first 2 weeks.
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NEW YORK (AP) —
Two new volumes have
been added to The
Library of America
series.
They are "Nathaniel
Hawthorne: Novels" and
"Herman Melville: Redburn, White-Jacket,
May-Dick."
The library says its aim
is to fill "the need for
authoritative and widely
available editions of the
collected works of
America's major.
authors."
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Community events announced
Monday,May 23
District 17 Unit 1 of
Licensed Practical
Nurses Association will
meet at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

.38
IMMO

Tuesday, May 24
Tuesday, May 24
Humane Society of
Alcoholics Anonymous
Calloway County will is scheduled to
meet at 8
meet at 6:30 p.m. at p.m. at weste
rn portion of
Calloway Public Library. Livestock and
Exposition
Center.
Murray Athletic
Boosters will sponsor all
Murray TOPS ( take off
spring sports banquet at 6 pounds sensi
bly) Club
p.m. at Murray High will meet
at 7 p.m. at
School.
Calloway County Health
Center.
Quilt Lovers will meet
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Senior citizens acCalloway Public Library. tivities will
be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
Students of Lyndia from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at
Cochran Dance and Gym- Hazel and
Douglas
nastics Studio will be Centers; and
from 10
presented in a recital, a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis
free to the public, at 7 Center.
p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
Senior citizens
State University.
greenhouse will be open
from 10 a.m. to noon.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at MurEvents in Land Betray Woman's Club House. ween the Lakes
will in-

Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
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Reservations for ladies
day luncheon Wednesday
at Murray Country Club
should be made by today
with Mary Taylor or Ann
Hoke.
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Events in - Land Between the Lakes will include Yellow Lady'sslipper Orchid Search
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.

Your
Individual
Horoscope
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Tuesday, May 24
Wednesday, May 25
elude Discovery Walk at 2 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for acp.m. at Golden Pond tivitibs by senior
citizens.
Visitor Center.
District 13 of Kentucky
Tau Phi Lambda Nurses Association
wil;
Sorority of Woodmen of meet at 6 p.m. at
DeVanWorld will meet at 7 p.m. ti's.
at Woodmen of World
Hall with Judy McCarty
Ladies day events
and Marilyn Herndon as Murray Country Club at
will
hostesses.
be golf with Betty Jo Purdom as hostess and
Eva Wall Mission bridge with Ruth
KenGroup and Baptist Young nedy as hostess, both
at
Women of Memorial Bap- 9:30 a.m., and lunch
eon
tist Church will have a at noon with Mary Taylo
r
potluck luncheon at 10:30 and Ann Hoke
as
a.m. at the church.
chairmen of hostesses.
Mothers Morning Out
Bridge with June
will be at 9 a.m. and
Bazaar Workshop will be Carlson as hostess will be
at 9:30 a.m. at First at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks
United Methodist Church. Country Club.
Youth Group of First
Wednesday, May 25
Hazel and Douglas Presbyterian Church will
Centers will be open from meet at 6:30 p.m. with
Gale Cornelison, social
..worker at Murray Calloway County
Hospital, as guest spaker.

WINS AWARD — Charlotte Keane
Gregory,right, senior at Western
Kentucky
University, Bowling Green, was prese
nted a certificate as co-recipient
Special Education Silver Cup Award
of the
in
nual awards presentation for Students Exceptional Child Education at 13th anat
a faculty member from the Teacher Western by Dr. F. Corydon Crooks,left,
Educa
Western President Donald W. Zacharias. tion Department. In the center is.
Miss Gregory is the daughter
of Mr.
and Mrs. John Gregory, Lynn Grove
Road, Murray.
MALE TOAD
eggs laid by the female
The male midwife toad and carries them there
fastens to his back the until they hatch.

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
MAY 24, 1983
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
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The world's population grows by about 90 million a year.

Artcraft Photography

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19(
You'll have to distinguish
between good and bad advice
-about a money matter. Entertain at home and shop for art
NEW OFFICERS of Preceptor Omicron Chapt
objects.
er of Beta Sigma Phi for 198344
are,from left, Ila Brown, president, Mary
Graves, vice president, Brenda Estes,
TAURUS
recording secretary, Vicky Holton, correspond
(Apr. 20 to May 20
ing secretary, Barbara Williams,
treas
urer, and Lois Ruiz,extension officer.
Charm and persuasiveness
pave your way today. You and
a close tie may have different
ideas about the use of joint
assets.
_4; Precepto
GEMINI
r Omiron chapter year.
treasurer; Lois Ruiz, ex( May 21 to June 20)
Chapter of Beta Sigma
A program on tension officer; Vicky
Impatience makes it dif- Phi met Thursday, May
"Physical Fitness" was Holton, corresponding
ficult to solve a work problem. 5, at the Commerce Cenpresented by Barbara secretary.
Don't be too proud to ask for tre. Mary Graves,
presi- Williams.
Cohostesses were Mrs.
help. Be unobtrusive for suc- dent, presided.
New officers were in- Williams and Mrs.
cess.
Barbara Chilcutt, ser- stalled by
the outgoing Graves.
CANCER
vice chairman, announc- president,
Mrs. Graves,
Eleven members were
(June 21 to July 22)
ed that the chapter's ser- as follows:
present.
Sidestep clandestine rela- vice to
the Library Story
Da Brown,
tionships, but do accept an inThe chapter will meet
Hour was completed as of Mary Grave president;
vitation from a co-worker.
s, vice presi- Thursday, May 26, at 6:30
May
1.
dent; Brenda Estes, p.m. at Seven Seas
Group functions give you the
Glenda Wilson read recording
chance to shine. secretary; Restaurant for its first
highlights of the 1982-83 Barbara
LEO
Williams. anniversary dinner.
(July 23 to Aug.22
Unexpected
company eUncle Jeffs Shopping Center
delights you. One-to-on€
meetings work to your advantage careerwise, but one
friend may irritate you today.
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Tole, Folk
Family members give you
Stencil Your
encouragement. A hasty
Art, Canvas
Own Floor
remark could work against
Cloth or
you on the job. A friend puts in
Classes
a good word for you.
Hearth gin
Available
LIBRA
Se. May 21
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22( —
Also!
9:30 A.M.
Sociability and friendliness Come
bring you the good will of See Us
No Class Fee —
higher-ups. Financial options
Supplies Only
require careful scrutiny. At Our New
Some gains likely.
Location In
SCORPIO
The Uncle Jeff's
Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Register To Win A Free
Encourage a close tie to use Shopping Cent
er.
Oil Painting — '45 Value
creative potentials. Though inName
come improves, you still need Register Now
to guard against ex- This Stencil
Address
Class
travagance.
Phon
e
Will
Be
SAGITTARIUS
L
To Be Given Awa/Sat May 28 2:00 p.m.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) )°v
Limited!
Time by yourself renews
your creative spark. A partner
seems edgy. Your convincing
manner brings important
work developments.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
Today you find out what you
have in common with a
romantic interest. Meet
privately with a friend. Ward
off job distractions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Friends are helpful careerwise, but don't mix business
and pleasure. A decorative
urge leads to uplifting home
improvements.
PISCES
Oriber
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
'Cie•
You're touched by the muse
and should follow your artistic
impulses. A business opportunity awaits you in a distant
place.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
inspired leader, but are inclined to go to extremes in your
personal life. At times you are
nervous and highstrwig, but
once you find an outlet for
your sensitivity you can make
original contributions in some
artistic endeavor. You're at
and we'll work hard every day to prove it. You have notning
your best when motivated by
an ideal. You are dramatic
to lose and much to gain when you stop in and
gel
and would succeed as an acAcquainted. Try us!
tor, musician or writer. You
work well with groups and are
sometimes drawn to banking
and promotional work. Birthdate of: Bob Dylan, singer;
Queen Victoria of England;
and George Washington
DowyrowN sitoibrixt:
Carver,scientist.
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Chestnut Street

753-1314

STEAK and PIZZA
HOUSE
6 oz. Chop Steak
French Fries & Bread

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

153-0035

Keepsake...
because you only
choose once.

69

Inds May 31, 1983

Happy Hour 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Beverages & Desserts /
1
2 Price

Weight No
Longer
y testy)
WI he,, .
the natural. no nonsense
war to lose ereighl. Ir's the Diet
Center Program that includes.
• Lop-cost. natural toods—right
front your grocer, store
• Prerate. dads counseling by
trained prolessionals
• Meekly behavoor modification classes
• Lifetime maintenance al ,flUr
desired weight
• Low weekly pricers with no
contracts to sign
We hate the most comprehensive
weight-lass program
available
that's ohy sour losing
stre•k can make You a ginner.

CALL US TODAY
for • free. introductory comultation

753-0020
641 N. The Village
Mon-Fri 8-5:30
DIET
Sat 10-1
CENTER
THE LAST WEIGHT-LOSS PROGRAM YOL 'LL RIR .[ED'

On that special day.
share your feelings
with matching
Keepsake 14 Karat
gold wedding rings
or a diamond
engagement ring.
There's a style that
will please you both
in our complete
selection of plain.
textured,fancy,
carved and antigued
rings. Visit us today.

éensake
VirJJng

IGngs

Liquidation Sale
All Keepsake
/
1 2 Price
Furches Jewelry
113S.4th

753-2835
Trade Mark Reg dig

Ron &
Joyce's

STORE
HOURS:
Sun. -

Every
Monday Special 8 oz. Chopped Steak-N-Stuf
with Soup St Salad Bar, choice of potato or roll $32s
Soup and Salad Bar Only $1"

Thurs.
Ila.m.9 p.m.
Fri.-Sot

11 a.m.10 p.m.

•
10
011e•Iflioemaleitama
'

•

Every
Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $329
ith Soup & Salad Bar, choice of potato or roll
Soup 11. Salad Bar only $1 9
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big moutty. — MET A FEW
A lady draws a line. The tramp falls for it. — ROBERT
BYRNE, SAN RAFAEL, CALIF.

'Deart.)

The difference between a lady and a tramp is about
WO. — ST. CHARLES, LA.

. •• I -

• •

PAC
bums around the country, doesn't work and eats out of
garbage cans. (P.S. Abby, are you stupid or what?)
DANNY IN DALLAS

A lady thinks about it. A tramp talks about it. —
TORRINGTON, CONN.

Years ago, the owner of a bar told me he wouldn't care
if the biggest tramp in Lancaster walked into his bar —
as long as she didn't act like one. — M.L. IN PENNSYL
VANIA

A lady lives for a loving. A tramp loves for a living. —
CHUCK IN FAWN GROVE, PA.

A lady lies around and sleeps. A tramp sleeps around
and lies. — JS., ASHLAND, ORE.

What an insulting, sexist.question! How about asking,
"What's the difference between a gentleman and a stud?"
— BURNED IN BURBANK

A lady is the female you're living with right now. A
tramp is the one you used to live with. — CHICAGOAN

If a lady can't remember the names of all the men she's
been in the sack with, she's a tramp. — JOHNNY C.

With a lady, it's the right man in the right place at the
right time. With a tramp, it's any man, any place, anytime. — BETTY IN MESA, ARIZ.

A lady is a tramp who doesn't advertise. — PUGH
FROM NEBRASKA

The difference between a lady and a tramp is discretion.
I should know. I've been both. — RICH AND FAMOUS

The difference between a lady and a tramp? About three
drinks — TENDS BAR IN MILWAUKEE

Tell "Stumped in Cleveland" that there are no tramps.
Only lonely ladies. — MARGIE FROM MANSFIELD

You pay a tramp in advance — but a lady costs more in
the long run. — WESTPORT PETE

A lady goes out, goes home and goes to bed. A tramp
goes out, goes to bed, then goes home. — MURPH

The difference between a lady and a tramp, like
"beauty," lies in the eye of the beholder. — TENDER
AND TOUGH IN TUCSON

A "lady" is the woman my father left. A "tramp" is the
woman he left her for. Sign me . . . STILL MAD AFTER
14 YEARS

A lady is chaste. A tramp is chased. — ROBERT IN
SAN DIEGO

Remember the woman in the Bible who committed
adultery? Whom did the people nearly stone to death? The
woman! And whom did Jesus forgive? The woman! Nowhere in the Bible does it say the man was forgiven.
Why? Because those who did the judging ruled that the
man had done nothing that required forgiveness. —
RUBYE IN RAGLAND, ALA.

By Abigail Van Buren

This Is Why The
Lady Is a Tramp
DEAR READERS:"Stumped in Cleveland" asked,
"What's the difference between a lady and a tramp?"
I was also stumped, so I asked my readers for their
input. A sampling of the responses:

A lady is well-traveled. A tramp has been around. — J.
DAVIDSON
There's no difference. Kipling said, "The Colonel's lady
and Judy O'Grady are sisters under their skins." — F.C.H.,

TEXARKANA

The difference between a lady and a tramp is men with

There is no difference. Both are the children of God. —
KENNETH A. FRITCHMAN, HELLAM, PA.
A lady is a high-class female. A tramp is a man who

During the final days of this campaign, you may hear
misrepresentations of what I have proposed for education during
my administration as Governor. Let me clearly state that I am opposed to extending the school day and school year, nor do I support
testing of active teachers. Education is far too important to become
the victim of false rumors or empty campaign promises made during the heat of a political race. My plan for-education is sound,
practical, and will work to the best interests of all Kentuckians.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(413)— The state Human
Resources Cabinet
reports a record number
of Kentuckians were convicted of committing
fraud to receive
unemployment insurance
benefits during February
and March.
Secretary Buddy
Adams reported Saturday that 72 people were
convicted for fraudulently collecting ;88,700 in
unemployment insurance
benefits during those two
months.
All were ordered to
repay the money or face
jail terms, while six were
sentenced to prison,
Adams said in a statement.
The previous record for
unemployment insurance
fraud convictions in that
two-month period was set
in 1981 when 47 people
were found guilty.
Adams said his cabinet
is taking action to aggressively collect the
court -ordered
repayments.
"We have established a
collections operation in
the Department for
Social Insurance,"
Adams said. "Staff is now
assigned full time to
recover money owed the
cabinet."

A Vote For
Martha Layne

Collins
For Governor
Is A Vote For
Proven Leadership
Honesty
Dependability
T,&" Integrity
7.,c A Friend In Government
Vote Collins So West Ky. Will Not Be Forgotten For Another 4 Years.

Nlartila Layne
•

for Go\Temor
For A Ride To The Polls
CALL 753-1599
Paid For By Colas For Governor Violet Johnson Treasurer

YOU can tell the election
is Tuesday...
You're starting to hear
from the state senator
again!
MARTI ERWIN
STATE SENATOR
a strong voice
•
cl

The Calloway County
High School chapter of
Future Business Leaders
of America held its annual banquet May 10 with
entertainment provided
by Lisa Allen and Scott
Bergman.

Teresa Jones

"---m.-114.410.eatedlve,•"'

Rema Peeler
ceremony, the outstanding officer of the year
award was presented to
Teresa Jones. Rema
Peeler was awarded
outstanding member.
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BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — A Warren
Central High School
sophomore has won top
honors at the International Science Fair Competition in Albuquerque,
N.M.
Jill Conway, of Bowling
Green, won the top
awa.rds from the
American Psychological
Association and the
United States Army, an
honorable mention from
the American Medical
Association and fourth
place from the General
Motors Corp.
Conway, whose project
tested the effects of low
amounts of radiation on
the offspring of pregnant
mice, was one of eight
Kentuckians with entrees
in'the competition.
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Guest speaker for the
event was Stephen Duggan, state FBLA president from Carlisle County.
During the awards
ceremony, each senior
was resented with a
yellow carnation and outgoing officers received
certificates from the
chapter advisers.
Officers for 1983-89
were installed. They are:
Yvonna Pritchett, president; Emily Dunn, first
vice president; Lone
Parker, second vice
president; Christi Arnold, secretary; Dawn
Hale, treasurer; Renee
Young, reporter; Tami
Lusk, historian; and Carma Newsome,
parliamentarian.
During the latter part
of April, the chapter was
represented at the State
Leadership Conference
by 13 members and two
advisers.
Emily Dunn placed
first in public Speaking
and the chapter finished
second in money management.
Those competing in individual events were
Rema Peelner,
stenographer II` and
Teresa Jones, job interview.
Other chapter events
included scrapbook,
outstanding project and
state project.
Quokkas are knee-high
members of the
kangaroos family. They
live on an island off
Western Australia and
have played an important
part in the search for a
cure for muscular
dystrophy, says National
Geographic.
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ROBERT RAINS
For
CITY COUNCILMAN
Vote No. 1
On The Ballot
May 24
"Born And Reared In Calloway County And Reedy To
Servo As Tour Councilman."
Paid For By The Candidate

Morgan, Trevathan 81 Gunn
The Village, 641 N.
753-4000

Bob Diers— Murray

Insurance Services
Commercial-Personal
Free Consultation

Paid far by Marti bathe Campaign hind, Dam* iligginbeltam, Trammorer.

'

During the awards

FIRST PLACE WINNER — Emily Dunn,
member of the Calloway County High School
chapter of Future Business Leaders of America
was among 13 students to represent the local
chapter at the state leadership conference in April.
Dunn is shown above receiving her first place
award in public speaking.

Ever notice that you never hear about what goes on in
Frankfort — except during the 2-3 weeks before an election?
That's when your state senator makes his reappearance. He usually cites a list of things he claims to
have done for you during the last term and runs on what
the "legislature has done — his record."
After the election you're tack in the dark. Your state
senator is no where to be seen or heard from.
This time things can be different! We can elect a state
senator who is personable — who will give us a strong
voice — who will seek our opinion and make it heard in
Frankfort.
We can elect MARTI ERWIN. Marti wants to know how
you feel about legislation — BEFORE it's voted on.
Marti will give YOU a say in state government. Marti
will take telephone samples of the 1st district voter opinion on key issues as they arise. Marti will have regular
meetings with the press on Frankfort business. Finally,
MARTI ERWIN will be available to you, the average
citizen, both in Frankfort and right here year around every
year — not just at election time.
If this pounds like better representation, vote for Marti
Erwin — May 24th.

•

Sophomore
wins first,
at science fair
competition

Calloway FBLA holds banquet

State frauds
hit record high

Note To Teachers,
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Eastern psychology major candidate for Richmond city council
RICHMOND, Ky. ( AP)
— Lee Murphy will take
his first step toward the
realization of a dream
ambition when Richmond's primary election
voting is conducted Tuesday.
It will also show
whether Richmond
residents really believe
that a person is innocent
until proven guilty.
Murphy, a 20-year-old

junior majoring in
psychology at Eastern
Kentucky University, is a
candidate for the Richmond City Commission,
one of the youngest, if not
the youngest ever, to seek
a seat on the fivemember commission.
"Most of my friends
dreamed of being a
firefighter or doctor,"
said the Madison County
native. "I dreamed of be-

ing a politician. Politics trial next month on first- which will be profitable
degree bribery charges. for the city, not myself,"
always amazed me."
Commissioners Monty reads a line from one of
Not only will Tuesday's
Joe Lovell and Mike Murphy's campaign
election determine
Brewer were named in a fliers.
whether Richmond is
March 8 indictment
Murphy says he hopes
ready for its first 20-yearchargin
g they agreed to his candidacy will act as
old commissioner, it also
accept money in ex- a catalyst to get young
may decide the political
change for a favorable people interested in
fates of two commisvote on an ordinance to politics.
sioners.
extend the drinking hour
"I think it's time young
Two of the four in- in Richmond.
people took politics
While the bribery seriously," said Murphy.
cumbents seeking reelection are due to stand charges have not become "Young people are going
an issue in the campaign, to be tomorrow's leaders,
several candidates, in- and it's important they
cluding Murphy, have get experience so they
made it a point to stress can be effective leaders. I
trust and honesty in their entered the race to get
ple who find themselves campaigns.
students interested."
priced out of the
"I promise to use my
Murphy is 6th District
market."
time in office in ways chairman of the KenThe agency patented
the construction technique in the name of the
American people to make
it available to everyone.
"The Forest Service is
going to try to build one in
each state to serve as an
example," Crail said.
The house needs no inYOUR VOTE &
ternal load-supporting
INFLUENCE WILL BE
walls or columns, yet
APPRECIATED.
resists, earthquakes, torPAID FOR BY THE CANDIDATE
nados or hurricanes more
effectively than a conventional structure, Crail
said.
"The unitized structure
ties everything
together," Eubanks said.
"What they had in mind
was something for
disaster-prone areas, like
hurricane areas or earthquake areas, a building
that would have a much
better chance of staying
together.

Builders demonstrate truss-frame
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PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) pared to 16-inch spacing
— The U.S. Forest Ser- for the wall studs of a convice used substantially ventional house, saving
less lumber than usual to lumber.
build a house in the
They are built with
Daniel Boone National standard 2-by-4 lumber,
Forest to demonstrate a rather than using larger,
"truss-framed" construc- more costly dimensions
tion system.
for floor joists and
The building crew beams.
spent just hours erecting
Structural framing and
the basic structure at the enclosure for an averageforest's Redbird District sized house, which norheadquarters at mally would take a crew
Peabody, Leslie County.
of three about 11
/
2 weeks,
Whatever employee can be done in hours, acends up renting the three- cording to Forest Service
bedroom, 11
/
2-bath house literature.
will have no problems
Crail claimed a trussbecause of the cost- framed house is stronger
cutting, says Roger than a conventional
Eubanks, district ranger. house, though it requires
either be myself or less time, less skilled
one of the other fellows labor and up to a third
that needs housing."
less lumber.
The system was
R. Max Peterson, chief
developed in 1978 at the of the Forest Service, has
service's forest products said the system can prolaboratory in Madiqon, duce less expensive housWis., said Charles Crail, ing and "should be para spokesman at the agen- ticularly significant in
cy's Winchester office.
providing homes for peo"We're practicing what
the Forest Service is
preaching," Crail said.
PLEASE VOTE
Truss frames — made
up of a roof truss, floor
FOR
truss and wall studs, all
secured together into a
rigid unit — can be
manufactured in a shop
or factory. They are
erected at the site to form
Your Vote & Support
the skeleton of the house.
Will Be Appreciated
Because of their rigidiPaid
For By The Candidate
ty, they can be spaced on
24-inch centers, corn-

RUBY HALE
City Council

tucky Young Republican
Federation and a
member of the
Republican State Central
Committee. He served
two terms on the EKU
student senate and is a
member of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate State
Legislature.
He says EKU and its
14,000 students aren't
represented downtown
and promises to change
that. Nevertheless he has
taken no stand on the

issue most students
would be interested in:
the extension of Richmond's midnight closing
hour for bars and
taverns.
Murphy is steering
clear of that issue, as are
the other candidates, saying it would be "political
suicide" to discuss it.
After all, it was that issue
that brought about the indictments of Lovell and
Brewer.
Murphy is one of 14 can-,-.

didates seeking election
to the $2,000-a-year job.
The top eight vote-getters
in Tuesday's primary will
square off in November.
The top four finishers in
the general election will
become commissioners.
You stand on a runway long enough, you're
bound to get hit by a
plane sooner or later,"
and the same is true of
politics, Murphy said.
"If I stay in there, I'm
bound to win sometime."

9tancEi cgonEs

MILLS
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kg

STATE TREASURER
Teacher, State Legislator, Clerk of the
Court of Appeals, State Treasurer,
Secretary of State • a woman for all
seasons who genuinely cares about all
Kentuckians'
As a Legislator, Member of the Teacher Retirement Board, and Chairman of
Board of Elections, worked tirelessly
to improve quality of life for senior
citizens and youth
Member of B P W,Order of Eastern
Star, and Baptist Church
Qualified, capable, expenenced, and
well-trained
Impeccable character - honest, sincere
and dedicated
A proven winner with an unblemished
record and a desire to serve

Pond Raised
Catfish
French Fries
Slaw
Hushpuppies

Open 7 Days A Week
Convenient Drive-Up Window
Chestnut St. Murray 753-0045

Pd tor by Pnende for Frances Jones MS., Kenneth D Rotoell
Treasurer, 431 Menomonee Trall Franiksm Kent...Its 4064
,)

HILLS FURNITURE'S GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Sofa Sleepers
by
*Simmons
*Cook
*Lane

*American of
•Broyhill
Martinsville
•Bassette 'Twin Oak
•Cresent *Athens
•Owasa
*Memphis

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
HILLS FURNITURE
304 W. Washington St.
PARIS,TEN N.

LAST DAYS ARE HERE
by
Lane
Lazy Boy
Cook
Prices Start At $9900

WE QUIT!
Everything Goes To The Bare Walls

CASH & CARRY - NO REFUNDS
OR EXCHANGES
BIG SAVINGS ON ALL FURNITURE

OAK PEDESTAL TABLE
4 HIGH BACK CHAIRS
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company will acquire
Education secretary says teachers need raises Holding
majority ofstock in bank
WASHINGTON AP ) —
Education Secretary T.H.
Bell says it will take more
money to fix what is
wrong with American
schools, but he opposes
spending it until standards are raised and
unions allow merit pay
for the best teachers.
Bell said he thinks most
teachers are underpaid
and deserve a salary increase.
But he added in an interview,"I don't think we

ought to spend more
money on education until
we assure the public that
we're going to change two
glaring inadequacies: the
single salary schedule ...
and the situation where 35
of the 50 states only require one year of math
and one year of science"
in high school.
Teachers' salaries are
now pegged strictly to
seniority in virtually all
of the nation's 16,000
school districts. On Satur-

day, President Reagan
joined Bell's crusade
against that pay structure.
In a commencement
address at Seton Hall
University in South
Orange, N.J., the president said that one of the
best ways to get "our
money's worth" in education "is by rewarding excellence. Teachers should
be paid and promoted on
the basis of their merit."
Bell's National Com-

mission on Excellence in
Education said teachers
get an average of $17,000
after 12 years on the job.
The National Education
Association estimates
that salaries currently
average around $21,000.
Bell, who has long advocated premium pay for
"master" teachers, said
he believes top salaries
for elementary and
secondary school
teachers should be in the
low $40,000-range.

Vote May24th for Kentuckyt
#1 crime fighter!
DAVE

ACEs

ONG
Democrat
Attorney General
Paa for by Kentuck,ans for Dave Armstrong. PO Bo* 555, Louisville. KY 40201

David J Wilkerson. C PA Treasurer.
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D&T
Warehouse Foods

Violent weather
causes extensive
damage in south

Murray, Ky.

Tennessee Pride

Flour

Cheese Food

59

Hot or Mild 1 Lb.

Polar Bear

Sandwich Made

Sausage

59

9

5 Lb.

16 Slices Singles

Lynn Grove Large Eggs Doz. 67'

Stokley Fruit Cocktail 303 Size 49'

Frito Lay

Bus 's S ow oat

Ruffles

Pork and Beans

89

Potato Chips
Reg. 1.39

11

151
/
2 Di.4/

Reelfoot

Pop-Rite

Mark

Hot Dogs

Popcorn

Charcoal

98

99

12 Oz.

59
10 Lb.

4 Lb. Bag

5 Lb. Yellow Onions 994

Reelfoot Funn Buddies Wieners 12 Oz. 59'
Bolt

Totino

Paper Towels

Pizza

Parkay

Margarine

69

48

Assorted Variety

Hi-Dri Towels Jumbo Roll 2/984

Arrow Paper Plates 100 Ct. 794
Turner

Martha White

Hi-Point

Ice Milk

Coffee
89

00

/
1
2 Gal.

8 Oz. Jar
Puritan Cooking Oil 48 Oz.'2.19

Coca-Cola
Mello Yello
Diet Coke
or Sprite

homes and 200
businesses, County Judge 9 is a 3-3 club break and
Jimmy Edwards said.
when this fails, South is held
Authorities in adjacent to eight tricks.
counties were still adding
Bid with The Aces
up the damage today, but
predicted it would sur5-23-B
pass the destruction caus- South holds:
ed in 1961 by Hurricane
•J 9 6
Carla, which left 34 peo743
•AQ5
ple dead and $400 million
•Q 1065
in damage.
Except for some
thunderstorms reported North South
in north Texas and 14k
24)
southern Oklahoma, most 3•
of the violent weather had
moved out of the country. ANSWER: Four spades. A
maximum single raise justiUSE TUBES
fied a jump to game after
Use cardboard tubes North sends the invitation.
from giftwrap or paper
bridge questions to The Aces,
towels as inserts for tall Serd
P.O. to: 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
boots to keep them stan- with self-addressed, stamped envelope
ding upright in the closet. for reply.

9

Jumbo Roll

1 Lb.

declarer falls one short.
South wins his heart
queen and leads a diamond
to dummy for a finesse.
What should East do?
The average East would
take his diamond queen and
shoot back a heart, hoping
By DEAN FOSDICK
Associated Press Writer that West had led from the
About 1 million acres of king of hearts. If so,
farmland lay under water dummy's ace could be
today in Mississippi, dislodged and dummy's diawhere 6,100 people fled monds might be put to
sleep.
their homes after up to 15
South wins the heart
inches of rain and return with his king, clears
swarms of tornadoes the diamonds and dummy's
plowed through the heart ace remains as an
South, leaving 11 people entry to score 10 tricks.
dead in Texas alone.
East has reason to fear
The large system of dummy's diamonds but., he
thunderstorms that rolled need not stretch his imagiacross the Gulf Coast nation regarding dummy's
states with successive side entry. All that is necessalvoes of tornadoes, hail sary is for East to refuse to
and heavy rain finally win the first diamond trick.
moved East today, but South will undoubtedly
not before killing 33 peo- return to his hand (it doesn't
ple and leaving behind matter anymore) to repeat
damage expected to ex- the diamond finesse and
ceed hundreds of millions now East wins the queen. A
heart return goes to South's
of dollars.
has no diaTornadoes were blam- king but South
lead. The only
mond
to
ed for 11 deaths in Texas
remaining shot at trick No.
since Friday, including
5-23-A
NORTH
one Sunday night near
+82
Mineral Wells when a
V A 62
twister churned through
•K J 1098
.743
a trailer park, killing one
EAST
woman and injuring WEST
•J 9 6
•Q 1054
another.
•7 43
More than 100 Texans
•A Q 5
•6
'1 41"
02
have been injured and•J 9
4 Q 106 5
about 1,000 families left
SOUTH
homeless — most in a six*A K 73
VK Q5
county area surrounding
•7 3
Houston — because of
•A K 8 2
violent weather since Friday,authorities said.
‘'ulnerable: Both. Dealer:
Tornadoes and floods
South. The bidding:
have caused about ;75
North East
million in damage in South West
Pass
1*
Pass
146
Montgomery County, 2 NT
All
3 NT
Pass
Texas, northwest of
pass
Houston, destroying or
damaging about 2,000
Opening lead: Heart jack

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Prices Good While Supplies Last!

623 South 4th

sharply critical of master
teacher plans. In Tennessee, the state affiliate SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) Joplin III, president of
of the NEA recently — The formation of a one- The Commonwealth
helped shelve such a bank holding company Journal; Joe Newell,
plan. The 580,000- that will acquire 80.26 president of Ready Mix
member American percent of the stock of Concrete and Block Co. of
Federation of Teachers First & Farmers Bank of Somerset; and Oscar 0.
also has been wary of Somerset has been ap- Worley, a Somerset
proved by state and builder and developer.
merit pay proposals.
Terry Herndon, ex- federal regulatory
Approval for the
ecutive director of the authorities.
holding company was onThe Jake F. Butcher ly a week in coming from
NEA, said a merit pay
plan might be worth con- family of Tennessee had the Federal Reserve
sidering in a community held 52 percent of the Board office in
where all teachers had bank's outstanding stock. Cleveland, which anC.H. Butcher Jr., nounced its endorsement
salaries "that compared
favorably to salaries Jake's brother, had ac- Friday.
earned by comparable quired all of the Butcher
"They said it was the
professionals in that com- family's 400,812 shares fastest approval ever
and had entered into an given to a bank holding
munity.
"What always happens, agreement to sell ,the company," Blakley said.
though, is that we get of- stock to the holding Com- "It was an indication that
fered a merit pay scheme pany. Jake Butcher was they could foresee no proin lieu of an adequate former chairman of the blems with our holding
compensation schedule. board and chief executive company. They were glad
That is unacceptable; officer at First & to see it come back to
always has been; always Farmers, which was home ownership and conformerly known as trol."
will be," he said.
Bell said many of the United American Bank of
changes his blue-ribbon Kentucky.
commission recommend- The six present direced can be implemented at tors of the bank who
BOBBY WOLFF
no cost, including assign- formed First & Farmers
ing more homework and Bancshares Inc. said they
would
requiring students to take would inject $10 million of "Sometimes I
have
people
almost
rather
more basic academic new capital into the bank.
take away years of my life
courses and fewer elec- The six directors of the than take away a moment."
bank who have formed — Pearl Bailey.
tives.
Bell acknowledged it the holding company inwill cost more to extend clude Alton Blakley,
the school year and make chairman of the board of
teachers' pay more com- First & Farmers; Blaine East has his big moment
petitive, as the panel also S. Correll, a local in- in the defense of today's
dustrialist; Sam F. interesting game. If he
suggested.
Isaacs, president and misses his cue, declarer
chief executive officer of makes an overtrick. If he
First
& Farmers; George makes a thoughtful play.
WHILE
PPLIiS LAST•ePRICES GOOD

But he said a few
teachers "are probably
overpaid because of their
lack of competence."
"We're not ever going
to get the taxpayer to
agree to pay the worst at
the level of the best in
order to pay the best what
he or she is worth," the
edupation chief said. "I
think that's the big
challenge to the
teachers."
The 1.6 million member NEA has been

Corn Meal

89

5 Lb.

Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. $1.29
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Local hospital announces dismissals
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
hoping you can send me a
diet that I can follow to lose
about 10 to 15 pounds. What
is the reason for such weight
gain after ceasing menstrual
periods? My activities have
not changed all that much.
I'm an active person doing
usual household work. It
seems strange that one
should suddenly gain weight
without changing habits.
DEAR READER — Gaining weight in mid-life is fairly common. That has something to do with the term
"middle-aged spread." The
basic energy equation still
applies. If you are gaining
body fat you are storing
unused energy. You are consuming more calories than
your body is using.
In some. cases this happens because the person
does start eating more. Others are not as active as they
used to be. That can sneak
up on you when you stop
doing little things that did
use energy.
Still others probably have
a decreased need for energy
for reasons that are not well
understood. If you eat the
same amount that you used
to, despite a decreased need
for calories, your body will
be taking in more calories
than it uses and you will
begin to store the excess as
body fat.
We think part of this is
because there is often a
decrease in muscle size
about that age. Your muscles do use energy and as
they get smaller your body
needs less energy even at
rest.
One way to counteract
that is with strength exercises that help you maintain
your muscle size as you get
older. Also, you can modify
your diet to cut down a little
and gradually control the
problem of creeping obesity.
You can use the diet in
The Health Letter 4-7,
Weight Losing Diet., which I
am sending you, as a guide
to your fat loss program. It
will give you a balanced way
to gradually lose weight.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper.. P.D. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York. NY
10019.
Try to exercise more.
Walking will help by using
calories, but start a bal-
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anced program to develop
some muscle strength, too.
That may help more than
you realize.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Please tell me something
about phlebitis. It seems like
it is in the legs. I would like
to know what causes it.
DEAR READER — If you
remember that phlebo is
from the Greek phlebos and
means veins, a lot of frequently used medical terms
will mean more to you.
Phlebitis is an inflammation

of the veins. That can apply Treatment depends upon
to any veins but the leg veins the severity, cause and location. Thrombophlebitis can
are commonly involved.
and often is a serious and
Like an inflammation dangerous disease. The dananywhere else, there are ger
is that a clot will break
many causes for such loose in the vein and flow
inflammations. It can be through the bloodstream
from an injury, chemical or through the heart and into
infection. Phlebitis often is a the lungs. When that hapcomplication of the formapens you have a pulmonary
tion of a blood clot. Such a embolus. Elevation of the
thrombus.
clot is called a
So leg if it is involved, someyou get the word, thrombo- times heat, and anti-clotting
phlebitis, meaning a blood medicines are commonly
clot complicated with used to treat such condiinflammation of the vein
tions.

Monument honors soldiers
MORTONS 4GAP, Ky.
(AP) — An Armed
Forces Day celebration
here featured the dedication of a home-built, lifesize monument depicting
the raising of the flag on
Iwo Jima's Mount
Suribachi during World
War II.
And when 78-year-old
Goldi Price laid a wreath
at the base of the monument Saturday, many in
the crowd of 200 couldn't
hold back tears.
The second man raising
the flag in the famous picture made Feb. 23, 1945,
by Joe Rosenthal of the
Associated Press was her
son. The young marine,
Pvt. Franklin R. Sousely,
not yet 20, was killed in
action less than a month
later.
"I think he was a
wonderful son... He told
someone he wanted to go
fight for
ear, become a
hero an comehome,"
Mrs. Price said.
The only Kentuckian in
the picture, Sousely is
buried in Elizaville near
Ewing in Fleming County. County residents have
begun a campaign to
erect a monument — a
stone reproduction of the
planting of the flag — at
his grave.
Residents say the
monument is not enough,
because only part of
Sousely's helmet can <be
seen.
It took some 10 months
to construct the monu-

ment,'which stands atop
a 20-foot steel platform at
a club operated by the
Hopkins County Veterans
Association. It was built
by a group of about 100
people, many of them
veterans.
"There was not an artist or a sculptor among
us," said Benny Rash,
head of the non-profit
group that built the
monument and an officer
of the veteran's group.
"We kicked it off with
16 people with the stated
goal in mind to build a
monument to the survivors and those who
were killed in the last
four wars," Rash said.
"We cut up plastic, used
old store mannequins and
other things until we got
the mold to suit
ourselves.
"Then we reinforced
each figure with steel inside and poured them
with gypsum. That made
the figure itself. We
followed detail real closely. We researched each
man's size, color of his
hair and eyes,
everything."
Rash said many donors
helped with the project,
including the marines
who donated their World
War II uniforms, but it
still "cost us a lot of
money."
"When we would run
out of money, we would
rustle it up from
somewhere," he said.
The plaques say the

monument honors
veterans of World War I,
World War II, the Korean
War and Vietnam. It can
be seen from the Pennyrile Parkway and Rash
said about 10,000 people
have stopped to see it
since it was completed
about 10 days ago.
"This is the symbol of
all that is good and clean
and right," Rash said.
Hopkins Circuit Judge
Thomas Spain told the
crowd during dedication
ceremonies they should
never forget what was
done "by those we are
here to honor."

Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Robert Buie, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Linda Coleman, New Concord;
Mrs. Cathy Reed, 1807C
College Farm Rd.; Earl
Birdsong, Rt. 3; Mrs.
Opal Lavelle Smith, MI
Southside Manor;
Anthony Thompson,

LOW rates
make State
Farm
homeowners
insurance
a good buy. •
Our service
makes it even better
Call me
for all the details

FOR CITY COUNCIL
MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL MEMBER
SINCE 1970
He is married to the
former When, Storks,
the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Utile*
Storks. They attend Univ.
Church of Christ.

1620 Kirkwood; Miss
Shea Stonecipher, 800
North 17th St.: Mrs.
Frances Farmer, Rt. 5,
Benton; Mrs. Maureen
Stead, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sandra
Chapman, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Aylon McClure, Rt. 2,
Hazel;

•• Sr

Mrs. Duffie Hopkins,
Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Violet
Johnson, Rt. 1; L.D.
Drowns, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
Mrs. Virginia Rhoades,
421 South 10th St.; Mrs.
Beatrice Hughes, 309
South 13th St.; Mrs. Reba
Clayton, 422 South Eighth
St.
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When you cast your ballot on Tuesday May 24 you will have many important decisions to make. One of these
decisions concerns your state senator
for the next 5 years. Before you make
this decision please consider Greg
Higdon's dedication and hard work during his past term.
Consider the fact that he is fully
aware of the workings of state government.
Consider the fact that he has worked
hard to improve conditions in each and
everyone of the 6 counties he
represents.
Consider the fact that he has proven
his leadership qualities.
But most importantly consider the
fact that Greg Higdon is genuinely interested in bettering his district and is
prepared to make whatever effort
necessary to accomplish this.

RE-ELECT
STATE SENATOR
GREG HIG DON

Coll:
Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

HOWARD KOENEN

PAID FOR BY THE CANDIDATE

Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
May 19, was 146 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby boy Vine,
parents, Andrew and
Danielle, 1006 College
Cts.;
Baby girl Cloud,
mother, Cynthia, East
13th Street, Benton;
Baby boy Tapp,
parents, Gary and Paula,.
Rt. 1, Hardin;
Baby boy McCoart,
parents, William and
Leigh,2207 Edinborough.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Robin Salyers and
baby girl, Rt. 3; Mrs.
Ronda Powell and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Mickie L. Carr and baby
boy, Dexter; Mrs. Joy
Melton,507 South Seventh
St.; Mrs. Danese J.
Stephens, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Kathy Thweatt,

Paid for by the Greg Higdon Campaign Fund
Bill Hale, Treasurer

MAY 24TH ELECT A PROVEN LEADER.

Elect

Enjoy your Leisure
with our
Low-Cost Loans
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TODD
HOLLENBACH
DEMOCRAT

LT.GOVERNOR
He's tough...and he cares!

East

Pass
All

UNEMPLOYMENT
"Unemployment hurts. It hurts Kentucky, and it
hurts the people of Kentucky. It picks their pockets and steals their pride. As your Lt. Governor.
I won't rest until we get Kentucky back to work."
When Todd Hollenbach cares, he does something
about it. As President of Commonwealth Development Corporation, Todd Hollenbach helped
create more than 2,000 new jobs for Kentuckians
during the past four years. He has done more than
just talk about unemployment; he has worked
hard to do something about it.

pass

jack

ak and
is held
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se justile after
ation.

EDUCATION
"We need to get back to the basics in education.
so our children in Kentucky will be prepared for
the future."
As chief executive of Kentucky's largest local
government, Todd Hollenbach funded school
discipline and security programs; he funded
special education and pre-school handicapped
programs.
Todd Hollenbach insists on accountability and
discipline in our schools.

What are your dreams for relaxation and easy living? A swimming pool...
air-conditioning... a new den, a family room or a consolidation loan? Lincoln
Federal can make these dreams and others a reality. Our consumer loan rates
are the lowest they've been in 18 months. Talk to any member of our staff. They
can help you decide which loan plan will fit your needs. In most cases you can
have your loan approved within 24 hours. Now is the time to realize your
dreams through Lincoln Federal — Your Full-Service Loan Center.

The Aces,
us 75225.
d envelope
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AGRICULTURE
"Kentucky farmers need support from our Legislature—to help keep Kentucky growing."
Todd Hollenbach was reared on his family's working farm. He knows,first hand. that Kentucky
farms are crucial to Kentucky's economy.
PEOPLE
Todd Hollenbach pioneered:
• The first public Emergency Medical Ambulance Service in Kentucky.
• The first Consumer Court in Kentucky.
• The first Ecology Court in the Nation.
• The first major Child Abuse program in
Kentucky.

HOLLENBACH OUR LT. GOVERNOR!
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Mayfield 247-2616
Lexington 233-2167
LaGrange 582-3301
Owensboro 926-4020 Louisville 582-3301
Radcliff 351-1314
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561
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Todd Hollenbach led in the fight to bring coalsevernce taxes back to the coal-producing

On Tuesday, May 24th...

%LINCOLN ESIX
FEDERAL SAVINGS

Todd Hollenbach served on the coal Advisory

Council of the Federal Energy Commission.

Whether fighting to save the Red River Gorge, or creating jobs through capital construction.
Todd Hollenbach gets things done. He's a proven leader for hard times.

LETS ELECT TODD
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COAL
"We need to get coal working for Kentucky ... and
Kentucky working for coal."

He's tough ....and he cares!
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Record-setting weekend marks visits to state meet
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Visits to Lexington produced a record-breaking
weekend for both Murray
High and Calloway County High track and field
teams.
Five new records, including Mark Boggess'
state championship high
Jump of 6-foot-6, were set
by the two schools'
representatives to the
Kentucky high school
track and field championships, Friday and Saturday.
Boggess, a junior and
runnerup in last year's
Class A high jump,
cleared 6-4 to win the
competition, then took a
shot at 6-6 and 6-8. The
three-time regional
champ cleared the 6-6
mark on his second attempt, then with the attention of the entire
stadium rivetted on his
sky-borne form, he barely missed his first attempt at 6-8.
Boggess had taken too
many jumps during the
regular competition and
couldn't find the energy
to clear the 6-8 standard
on his next too attempts.
STATE STANDOUTS — Members of the Murray High 1600 meter relay squad include (from left) Tommy By clearing 6-6, however,
Wagner , George Moore, Andy Parks and Jeff Owens. The team placed second in the event in the state nieet he broke the old record of
in Lexington and set a new school record of 3:29.2. Waggoner also placed second in the 400 meter run and 6-51/4 which was set in
1976.
Moore took fourth in the 800 meter run, both setting school records in their respective events.
But Boggess wasn't the
only representative from

Tommy Wagner missed being the state's best
400 meter runner by .01.
Wagner was nipped in a
photo finish by Hans
Herklotz of Bellevue,
50.87 to 50.88. Wagner's
time was good enough for
second and he also set a
new Murray High record.
George Moore was
another Tiger recordsetter even though his 800
meter run was only good
enough for 4th place. His
time of 1:58.79 was the
best in MHS history,
regardless.
A second-place finish
by the Murray High 1600
meter team also set a
new school mark at
3:29.2. Moore, Wagner,
Andy Parks and Jeff
Owens were the team
members who finished
runnerup to Fort Campbell's 3:26.03 effort.
Senior discus thrower
Steve McDougal also
competed in the state
meet for Murray High
and although he didn't set
a school record, his 127-2
throw was good enough
for fourth place in Class
A.
As a team, Murray
placed fourth overall with
18 points. Trigg County
won the state with 29,
Hancock County was second with 27, and Lexington Catholic placed
third with 241/2.

in the state in the next
two years or maybe even
by next year," Simmons
predicted.
Knight also finished in
7th place in the 1600
meter run and Moss placed eighth in the high jt,u-np
after being hampered by
rain and falling short of
her best effort of 4-foot101/2. Moss'jump was only 4-6.
Steve McDougal
In Class AA, the
Calloway County girls
representatives — Pam
Knight and Amberly
Moss — competed and
broke one CCHS record.
Knight overcame a
case of cramps in the 3200
meter run and went from
last place to fourth where
she finished in 12:13.
As only a 7th grader,
Knight's achievements
have been well documented by CCHS
coach Stan Simmons.
-She (Knight) started
the year with a 13:33
which broke the school
record of 13:36. She had
times of 13:26, 13:13 in the
substate and then she
broke the school record
again in the state. She's
been getting better every
meet and the three girls
that beat her in the state
are two juniors and a
senior. She'll be the best

Girls Results
3,200-meter Run
Class An -I, Kathy Plank, Conner,
11 19.96. 2, Pam Raglin. Bourbon Co,
11, 20.66. 3, Missy Thomas, Union Co,
11.14.56. 4, Pam Knight, Calloway Co,
12 13.67 5, Melissa Partin. Whitley Co.
1231.79.
LEXINGTON. Ky. AP - Here are
Saturday boys' results from the Kentucky high school track and field meet
at the University of Kentucky Scoring
on 6-4-3-2-1 basis
400-meter Dash
Class A- 1. Hans Herklotz. Bellevue,
50.87. 2, Tommy Wagner. Murray.
50.88. 3, Quinten Owens, Harrodsburg,
51.13. 4, Greg Patton, Fort Campbell,
51.23. 5. Jim Holland, Fort Knox,51.42.
800-meter Run
Class A-1. Gavin Gaynor. Hancock
Co. 155.61 2, Doug Mayberry. Lexington Catholic, 1.56.81. 3, Hans
Herklotz, Bellevue, 1,57.32. 4, George
Moore. Murray, 158.79. 5, David
Moutoux, Country nay, 1 • 58 92
1,600-meter Relay
Class A-1, Fort Campbell. 3-96.03. 2.
s. irray, 329.21. 3, Ludlow, 3.3363. 4,
Green Co,3.35.28. 5. Bellevue. 33976
Discus
Class A--1, John Ponchlin, Hancock
Co, 161-10. 2, Denny Caple, Ludlow, 1586. 3, David Witt. Bellevue, 140-6. 4, Steve
McDougal, Murray. 127-2,
2. 5, C W. Upchurch, Oneida Baptist, 126-1.
High Jump
Class A-1. Mark Boggess, Murray.66 2, I tie Ed Kendall, Lexington
Catholic, and J.B. Brown, Fort Knox, 62 fewer misses 1 4. Tyrone Graves,
Tompkinsville,6-2, 5, I tie I Joe Samples.
Oneida Baptist. and Jeremy Waller,
„
Berea,5-10.
Team Scoring
Class A-1, Trigg Co., 29: 2, Hancock
Co., 27; Lexington Catholic. 24,
i, Fort
Knox. 14,
i S. Bellevue and Fort Campbell. both 14

Richardson changes shoes, 76ers alter pace;Lakers fall 113-107
PHILADELPHIA AP )
— Clint Richardson's
change of shoes at
halftime proved significant as the Philadelphia
76ers beat the Los
Angeles Lakers in tbc.,
opening game of the ,vational Basketball
Association championship series.
Richardson, having
made the switch to ease
his aching feet, scored 10
points in the third period
when the 76ers rallied
and went on to beat the
defending champion
Lakers, 113-107.

The Lakers, who beat
Philadelphia in the finals
twice in the last three
years, get a chance to
even the best-of-seven
series in the second game
here Thursday night.
Moses Malone scored
27 points and grabbed 18
rebounds, while Andrew
Toney contributed 25
points and Julius Erving
20, but Richardson appeared to receive most of
the accolades.
Richardson, a 6 foot, 3
guard from Seattle, was
scoreless in the first half
and was 0 for 3 from the

THEY HOLD DOWN
MORE THAN E JOB.

Kubota s mid -sized tractors are vets versatile You'll Find them at work on
farms, in parks, nurseries, estate homes and even on sonst ruction sites
The reason is simple Our mid -sized L-Scries tractors come with features
you'd expect to find only on bigger, heavier machine,
For example. sturdy 3-cylinder diesel engines Horsepower from 12 to 29
PTO Hsdraulic shuttle-shift 2- or 4-wheel &Ise A hen, 3-point hitch
And more
Soil you're looking for a
tractor that can get the lob done.
whatever iris, rouse found it The
Kubota 1. Series

pass and drove for a his team was fatigued.
prepared as they wanted
layup, widening the
"We didn't have as to be.
76ers' lead to 78-71. The much gas as we'd like,"
Cunningham alluded to
Lakers got to 80-75, and said the 7-2 center.
the Lakers' travel difthe man in the high shoes
The Lakers played Fri- ficulties, but he said he
hit another long jumper.
night (eliminating got big performances
day
-Clint Richardson
from everybody who
played fantastic," said San Antonio in the played.
Western
traveled
final),
76ers' coach Billy Cunn"Even though the
most of Saturday, and
ingham.
Lakers just finished a
Sunday.
played
Los Angeles' Earvin
rough series with San An"Magic Johnson, who had
"That put more tonio and had to hustle to
19 points, nine rebounds pressure on us. We get to
Philadelphia, they
and nine assists, said of couldn't sustain came
out and played
Richardson, anything. I feel very con- great ball
from start to
"Philadelphia is a better fident we'll come back." finish.
We're going to
team when Clint is on the said Jabbar. "We had no have
our hands full
floor."
time to practice, just a Thursday, but we'll be
"That's a nice compli- brunch and a chalk talk."
ready."
ment," said Richardson.
Magic Johnson said the
So will Los Angeles,
"But I only play within Lakers weren't as predicted
Coach Pat
the team structure.
Whoever has the shot
takes it.
was just more aggressive in the second
half I got some good
By HAL BOCK
passes."
AP Sports Writer
Malone said he was
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) — All night long, the
happy with the victory
danger signals had been there, flashing out at the
because he felt the 76ers
knowledgable eyes of Eddie Futch, veteran trainer
didn't play to their
of World Boxing Council heavyweight champion
capability and still won.
Larry Holmes.
'We have to get
"He wasn't doing some of the things he can do,"
everything down pat to
said Futch, analyzing Holmes' close call defense of
win again Thursday.
his crown against unheralded Tim Witherspoon last
The Lakers' Kareem
Friday night. "He wanted to do what he was told.
Abdul-Jabbar, who
He tried to do what we practiced in the gym. But it
scored 20 and took down
just didn't come off."
just four rebounds, said
Futch, who has handled many fighters in his
time, has seen those signals before.
"That's a fighter who may be ready to put it up on
Spring Means
wall," he said.
the
The Bar-B-1:1 Season
So,
after 11 years in the ring, five
them as
And We've Got Your
heavyweight champion, 43 fights and 30 knockouts,
Replacement Ports
Larry Holmes' boxing career has reached a
crossroads.
The 33-year-old champion acknowledg,
1•• loom Oittlit.
Tern. Cb.IrWI.,
etie

field. He had a valid excuse — a badly bruised
bone in the small toe of
his right foot.
"It was killing me during the first half when I
wore low shoes. I put on
high shoes at halftime
and they were more comfortable," he explained.
He went on to make it
uncomfortable for the
Lakers, who hadn't lost
the opener of a sevengame playoff in their
previous nine. Richardson shot 7 for 12 and added a free throw for 15
points. .
The Sixers, who trailed
at halftime, 57-54, broke
the game open in the
third quarter with an 8-0
spurt that turned a tie into a 70-64 lead. Richardson hit an 18 foot jumper
to start the rally.
The Lakers, who are
trying to become the first
team to repeat as NBA
champions since the
Boston Celtics of 1968-69,
kept coming back. They
sliced the lead to 70-66,
but Richardson hit a 17foot jumper.
L.A. edged to within
three at 74-71, and
Richardson swished an
18-foot jumper, stole a

OKUBOTI1
Nothing like it on earth

McKee! Equipment
753-3062
503 Walnut Co.

„Art
ngJr,

•
Noy. 641 N.
Mornay

753-4473

Vote For

WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE/

Jerry
Frank
Trimble
ok

The 76ers' Bobby Jones
is suffering froma sore
throat, and tired quickly,
but also is expected to
play Thursday.

National Basketball Association
FINALS
(Best of Seven>
Philadelphia leads series 1-01
Sunday, May 22
Philadelphia 113, Los Angeles 107
Thursday, May 26
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
Sunday, May 29
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Tuesday, May31
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Thursday, June 2
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, if
necessary
Sunday, June 5
Philadelphia at Los Angeles, if
necessary
Wednesday,June 8
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, if
necessary'

ed that, saying,"Maybe I'm going down a little bit.
I'm going to go home, talk it over with the people
who love me and take a look at the whole thing."
Two of those people are Futch and the champion's
wife, Diane. Both would like the Witherspoon fight
to be Holmes'last.
"I'd like to see him retire," said Futch. "I've
been telling him that since the(Gerry) Cooney fight
(last June)."
"I'll ask him nicely to retire," said Diane
Holmes."We don't need this anymore."
Holmes came into Friday's fight — the 15th
defense of the title he has held longer than any man
except Joe Louis — as a prohibitive 6-1 favorite
against Witherspoon, who had just 15 previous pro
fights and none in the last 11 months.
But the challenger put up a brilliant battle,
shielding his face with his right to pick off the jab
with which Holmes had punished so many opponents, and often rocking the champion. In the
ninth round, he trapped Holmes on the ropes and
tagged him with some thunderous shots. But
Holmes survived the storm.
"I'm a real champ," he said later. "I take a
lickin' and keep on tickin'."
Witherspoon was disappointed but proud.
"He knows he lost," the 25-year-old fighter said of
Holmes. "I proved I'm the uncrowned champion.
There's nothing more to be said."
In the end, Holmes retained his title by the narrowest of margins, a split decision. Judges Chuck
Hassett (118-111) and Chuck Minker (115-113) had
Holmes in front while Judge Herb Santos saw it for
Witherspoon 115-114. It marked the first time since
he won the crown from Ken Norton June 9, 1978,
that Holmes has lost a judge's card.

1st District Railroad
Commissioner on May 24
This office serves the following coun-

Kites can easily
get caught In power lines
and cause electrical shock. Fly
kites far away from electric power lines.
If your Idle accidently falls onto power
linos, let go at once. By keeping kites away
from power lines, you can keep kite flying safe.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-op Corp.753-5012

Adair, Allen, Bollard, Barren Breckinridge,
Butler, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Christian,
Crittenden, Cumberland, Doviess, Edmonson,
Fulton, Graves, Grayson, Green, Hancock, Hardin, Hart, Henderson, Hickman, Hopkins,
LaRue, Livingston, Logan, Lyon, McCracken,
- 14'; Monroe,
McLean, Marshall, Meade, metal
Muhlenburg, Ohio, Simpson, Todd, Trigg,
Union, Warren, Webster.
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4 Years Could Service
A Proven Record Of
Honesty, Ability, Integrity
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The Lakers are hopeful
that Bob McAdoo, who
has an injured thigh, will
be able to play Thursday.
Norm Nixon, who led the
Lakers with 26 points,
bruised his left shoulder,
but X-rays showed no
break, and he is expected
to play.

Playoff
Schedule

Danger signs abound in Holmes'fight

a

Prom
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Riley, who said,"We will
do better Thursday when
we have a chance to sit
down and prepare a little
bit more."
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Stout-Parker repeat; Kelly
paces Lady Tigers singles
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Robert Stout and
Shawn Parker becar
repeat First Rei,,ion
doubles champions and
their Murray High
schoolmate, Mel Kelly,
became a senior
superlative by winning
the girls singles tennis title, Saturday at Murray
State's varsity courts.
Stout and Parker successfully defended their
1982 title by whipping
unseeded Chuck Whitnell
and Ray Mathis of
Mayfield, 6-0, 6-2. The
championship victory
was significant in that the
Murray duo lost twice as
many games in the title
match as they did in the
previous four rounds of
the tournament.
After receiving a bye in
the first round, the Murray duo won by default,
then swept past Lyon
County's Rusty Stovall
and Jeff McDaniel, 6-0, 61, before whipping
Richard Hendrickson and
Mike Adams of Marshall
County,6-1, 6-0.
The Whitnell-Mathis
team advanced against
the No.1 seeded Murrayans by edging another
Murray duo — Brad
McNutt and Roger Dunn
— 6-3, 6-3; before upsetting the No.2 ranked team

of Jeff Simmons-Todd the Lone Oak star cut the
Taber of Lone Oak,6-2, 6- ball on her return shots.
"She (Edwards) likes
Stout and Parker won't to cut the ball a lot, but.
be alone in their trip to the wind was strong
the state tournament enough where she
which begins Thursday in couldn't do that today.
Lexington, as accompa- Plus, my backhand finalnying them will be Kelly, ly came through and I
a surprise winner in the decided to go for more
girls championship.
winners with it. I was
Seeded No.2, Kelly really nervous before the
crushed top-ranked match. I guess I'm more
Stephanie Edwards of nervous playing her than
Lone Oak, 6-1, 6-1. And anybody," Kelly said.
sadly enough, the victory
"It (the championship)
was a hollow one for the couldn't have happened
Lady Tiger netter.
to a nicer person," said
"They told me if I won Murray High coach Jerry
the match we (Murray Shelton. "Her confidence
girls) would be tied for level has gone from zero
the overall champion- to 100 percent this year.
ship. But they had added She's a super player and
wrong and we missed it a super person. We were
by one point," Kelly said. all glad to see her win."
Despite the upsetting
While Kelly thought her
news afterwards, Kelly match had the team's
admitted she would have future on the line, so did
played just as hard, Tony Farnum of Marregardless.
shall County and Nathan
"I made it to the Rowton of Paducah
quarterfinals last year Tilghman. And this time
and this year was my last the addition was correct.
chance. I wanted it bad
Farnum, seeded No.3,
for my senior year."
upset Tilgtiman's Jim
Kelly had a lot of fac- Seabury in the
tors going against her in semifinals, then beat
the title match. First, she Seabury's teammate,
had to overcome the men- Rowton, who was seeded
tal scars of losing, 8-6, No.2 for both the boys
the last time she had singles title and the
played the impressive school championship as
Edwards. Then, she had well.
to contend with the way
Rowton fell easily to

WINNING FORM — Murray High senior Mel Kelly shows her winning
forehand form that enabled her to upset Stephanie Edwards of Lone Oak,6-3,6-1.
Edwards was seeded No.1 and Kelly was No.2 in the First Region Tournament.

REGIONAL WINNERS — Murray High's tennis team won the boys doubles,
girls singles and the girls team
runnerup titles in the First Region Tournament,Friday and Saturday. Robert
Stout and Shawn Parker (left)
combined to defend their 1982 title in boys doubles and Mel Kelly (far right)
upset the No.1 seed to win the
girls singles crown. Coach Jerry Shelton displays the runnerup trophy his
Lady Tigers won by placing second
behind Lone Oak. Stout, Parker and Kelly will all travel to Lexington Thursday
for the state high school
tournament.
Farnum,6-0,6-2, after the
sting had been taken
from his game in a hardfought match with Lone
Oak's Mike Presley in the
semis. Rowton fought
three sets, 6-2, 5-7, 7-6,
with a 7-4 tiebreaker
before Presley gave in.
But not to take away
from Farnum, the Marshal netter earned his title every step of the way,
beating the top two seeds,
plus the No.4 and the No.5
players enroute to his
crown. Christian County's Kerry Lancaster was
the fifth-seed who fell to
Farnum, 6-2, 6-3, in the
third round. Presley was
rated No.4.
While much of the attention was centered on
who won Saturday, at
least one pair of losers
should have gotten the
tournament's consolation
prize for best match.
Murray High's duo of
Melanie Jackson and
Elizabeth Oakley fought
their hearts out on the
Calloway County High
courts, barely losing to
top-seeded Jenny Fritz
and Shannon Haines of
Christian County.
The first set saw FritzHaines win, 7-6, but not
before the Murrayans
took it to a 1 5-1 3
tiebreaker. Then, the
Lady Tigers grabbed the
second set, 6-4. The third
and decisive set seesawed with first Murray

ahead, then the Lady Colonels fighting to a tie.
Christian County broke
serve and went ahead, 65, but the Lady Tigers
still hung tough. Finally,
after a 10-8 tiebreaker,
the Lady Tigers were
eliminated in three sets,
7-6, 4-6, 7-6.
Becky Watson, tournament director and Christian County coach, consoled the Murray duo saying, "You two played a
heckuva match. I'm
sorry this wasn't for the
championship. The way
you play together you're

going to be hard to beat Lone Oak, 13-12. Chrisnext year.
tian County placed third
Fritz-Haines went on to with 11.
win the title in the next
round, beating the No.2 Paducah Tilghman i PT Ballard
B i, West Hopkins , WH Fort Campseeded team from Lone bell FTC University
Heights
Oak, Hooper-Shannon, 5- Academy , UHAI. Lyon County LC
Caldwell County , Cold, Murray High
7,6-4,6-2.
, Mu!, Reidland iR . Calloway County
In team standings, ,Ca 1, Lone Oak ID,. Mayfield Ma
Heath ,H Marshall County MC'. ProMarshall County nudged vidence
St_Mary's StM I, ChrisPaducah Tilghman 10-9 tian County ChC Hopkinsville , Hop,
Boys Team Standings
for the boys title while
Marshall County 10, Paducah
Murray was third with Tilghman 9, Murray 7. Christian County
4, Lone Oak 4
seven and Christian
Boys Singles
Third Round
County tied with Lone
Jim Seabury I PT d
Marcheese
Oak with four.
Gildersleeve , FTC,. 6-3. 6-2. Tony Far.
num
I
MCI
el_
Kerry
Lancaster
, ChC ,, 6In girls rankings, Mur2, 6-3; Vic Adams MC, d Mike Presleyray High received the , LO) d. Vic
Adams ,MCi, 6-4. 6-2:
runnerup trnhy ,hind .• (Continued on Pg.12)

SEE AND DRIVE THE
NEW 1984 FORD TEMPO AT
PARKER FORD INC.
NOW!! -

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
Some trends are beginning to develop in the
United States Football
League after 12 topsyturvy weeks — the
Philadelphia Stars consistently win ... the New
Jersey Generals find
ways to lose ... and the
Washington Federals
keep sinking lower.
On Sunday
Philadelphia defeated
Arizona 24-7 for its eighth
consecutive victory,
Chicago edged New
Jersey 19-13 in overtime.
Boston trimmed
Washington 21-14 and Los
Angeles topped Denver
14-10. On Saturday night
Tampa Bay whipped
Oakland 29-9.
On Monday night, Birmingham will be at
Michigan.
Running back Kelvin
Bryant led the Stars with
106 yards rushing and two
touchdowns. He leads the
USFL with 14 touchdowns
and ranks second in
rushing with 1,229 yards.
Arizona, losing its
fourth straight game and

Its so nice to have a
SNAPPER around the
lawn That s something
more and more women are discovering
The durable 19 HiVac' is easy-to-handle
light, compact and
specially designed for
easy starts It proves
SNAPPER s built in
quality can come in a
small package
Its short wheel base
minimizes scalping
and makes it a snap to
reach tight areas
around trees and
shrubs
Visit your SNAPPER dealer today and
see the 19 Hi-Vac the
mower you can depend on

THE NEW FORD TEMPO
STYLE AND TECHNOLOGY
IN TOTAL HARMONY
At Porker Foil wee
,ted thou? the .ott c,31 or the
new Ford Tempo

Tempo afters not only Front
wheel drive troct.on but 0150
neyr high torque 4 cylinder
engine that performs smoothly
Plus on advanced four wheel

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
— Speed is the name of
the game at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and rookie Teo Fabi
of Milan, Italy has
established himself as the
-quickest of the fastest
field in the 67-year
history of the Indy 500
auto race.
At 5-foot-5, Fabi is not
the most noticeable
driver at a race track.
But, the easy-going
aeronautical engineer
drew plenty of notice by
earning the right to lead
the 33-car field Sunday
with a record-setting effort during Saturday's
time trials.
For the first time in
history, the field was filled in one day of qualifying SatUrday as 33 of the
44 cars to begin qualifying runs accepted their
time.
Sunday's final session
began late while the track
dried from overnight
rains and Dennis
Firestone bumped John
Mahler before the rain
returned. That ended the
hopes of drivers such as
Bill Alsup, Spike
Gehlhausen and Dick
Ferguson, who had
gambled on making later
qualification attempts.
Fabi, who arrived here
as a veteran road racer,
became only the second
Indy car rookie to earn

the pole position here by
breaking the one-andfour-lap records set last
year by Rick Mears.
Fabi, who has defied
superstitions of some by
driving a green car, had a
quick lap of 208.049 mph
on the second of his four
qualifying trips around
the 21/2-mile oval. His
average speed in the
Cosworth-powered Skoal
Bandit March was
207.395.
"Is a green car supposed to be bad luck?," asked Fabi after arriving at
the Speedway. "I hadn't
heard that. It's not that
way in Europe."

Fabi leads a field that
includes 10 cars that
averaged more than 200
in qualifying.
"The car has been just
perfect all month. We
haven't had any problems to speak about,"
said Fabi, who will be on
a front row that has
veteran Mike Mosley in
the middle and Mears on
the outside.
"To be on the pole at Indianapolis is really
something. This is the
most famous race in the
world," said Fabi, who
admitted that the speed
here had caused him a

"When I first came to
this track, the first five or
10 laps, I was really
afraid. I said,'This is not
for me.' Then I carried on
with the tests and now I
just love it."
Only 44 qualifying attempts — the third lowest
ever — were made to
determine a field that
averaged 198.406. The
average was .666 quicker
than last year when Gordon Johncock earned
some 8290,000 from the
record purse of more
than $2 million in nipping
Mears by .16 seconds in
the closest finish in the
race's history.

independent suspension that
gives Tempo big car rid•ng
comfort And Tempo is one is
one of.the most aerodynamic
cars in its class

There's 0101 more to our new
Tempo of course Which is why
-e urge vou to see us now and
tes,drive Ten,D0 lot yOurSet

BUY OR LEASE A NEW man TEMPO TODAY ,

PARKER FORD INC.
701 MAIN 753-5273

NEW! TRS-80R MODEL 100
PORTABLE COMPUTER
You know that's what you're going to say
if your candidate doesn't win.

A Public Service of the Nationalltossociation
of Secretaries of State. this Publication and
the Advertising Council

6
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The Revolutionary Micro
Executive WorkstationTN
For Office or On-the-Go

CIOnNEJL100000000
00000000ORDC
1130003000000
0000000000CCH3
DC-

•Powerful Built-In Executive
Management Software
•Self-Contained Direct-Connect
Telephone Modem with Auto-Dialer
•Large Display-8 Full Lines
The TRS-80 Model 100 Portable Computer is packed
Of 40 Characters
with superior features, yet is small enough to fit in your
•Full-Size Keyboard With
in-basket! "Instant-on" software lets you use Model 100
Function and Command Keys
as a personal word processor, telephone auto-dialer, address book and appointment calendar. Access electronic
•Extended BASIC Language for
mail, information networks, and your office computer
Programming Flexibility
through the built-in communications program and
•Weighs Less Than 4 lbs.
modem.

(Across from tits First M.t.dIst Girds)

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
A DIVISION

Of TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

•
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Minn.,to 1 Iola 1-2 at Baltimore
:•.! '1
licstor.
n 4-3 , at Chicago Dotwr 4-4 .1
Texas Hough 1-1 at Kansas
Teciiiird 5-4
n
Sew 1 rk Ftighett. 6-: at California
Lahr 4-.4
n
NU.auk,' Sottor 4-1 at Oakland
111-Jegvr 4-4ii
Cies eland Sub. liffe 5-1 at Seattle
Stoddard t -5 r

Chicago 8 Cincinnati 4
Houston ri Pittsburgh 4

•

Sunny's Halo bombs at Preakness

Deputed Testamony earns muddy win

fal0A.0

Pro Baseball
Tuesday's Gaines
Detroit at Toronto. n
Minnesota at Baltimore. n
Boston at Chicago, n
Texas at Kansas Cltj.. n
New York at California, n
CI.,eland at Seattle. n
Milwaukee at Oakland, n
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W LPcI
Philadelphia
18 14
562
St Louis
19 15
559
Montreal
18 17
514
Pittsburgh
14 19
424
Chicago
14 22
389
New York
14 22
389
WEST DIVISION
as Angeles
al 11
703
Atlanta
25 13
658
San Francisco
10 19
500
Coli innati
18 22
450
San Diego
17 21
447
Houston
17 24
ttk5
Saturday's Games
San Francisco 5. Montreal 2
San Diego at Philadelphia. ppd

•

Pd

S froto answer
Any 4uestuns about your
',1•71,1'yOs 1.1 r ante protection
A ttil1 S tree Call me

FARM

Family
Insurance
Ched0IP

Major League Baaeball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Baltimore
590
23 16
Boston
16 ,568 1
21
Toronto
21
598
16
Milwaukee
20 16
556 1'
New ork
111 18
526 2'2
Cie,eland
474 4',
:8 20
11etroit
:7 20
459 5
WEST DIVISION
a-VB
18
21
California
518
21 :8
Oakland
20 :9
513 1
Kansas ('it'
16 :8
Cl
Minnesota
439 4
18 23
Chicago
4:7 4,
la 21
357
Seattle
.
Is r
Saturdays Games
Toronto 6. Baltimore 0
Boston 11 Minnesota 4
Detroit S. Texas :1
Kansas ('its 8. Chicago 4
New York 1. Oakland ti
Cleveland 9, California 3
Seattle 5. Milwaukee 4
Sunday 's Games
Detroit 12 Texas
Toronto 5 Baltimore 0
Minnesota 4. Boston.) 13 innings
Chi,ago 11 Kansas CM 3
California Clev eland 0
New York i. Oakland.!
Milwaukee 6 Seattle)
Monday's Games
Petrol'. Wilci in 4-4 at Toronto Teal

•

'SIAN 23 1 1183

SCOREBOARD
STATE

••

Los Angeles at New York. pro --Atlanta 4, St Lotus I
Sunday's Games
Los Angeles 5, New York 0
Montreal 2, San Francisco 0
Atlanta 7. St Louis 5, 11 innings
Cincinnati 4, Chicago 3
Houston at Pittsburgh. pod . rain
San Diego at Philadelphia, ppd rain
GB

Monday's Games
St Louis Andujar 3-5 at Cincinnati
Price 2-2 n
' Los Angeles .Valenzuela 4-2 , a
4'-it Philadelphia Denny 4-2 n
6
San Francisco MotIaffigan 2-4 at
6
New York Torrez 2-5 n
San Diego Draveck 6-2 at Montreal
Gullickson 3-5 , n
I
Pittsburgh Rhoden 2.3 at Atlanta
Behenna 3-2 n
Chicago Trout 3-5 at Houston Scott
9'y 0-1 n
11
Tuesday's Games
San Diego at Montreal_ n
San Francisco at New York, n
rain
los Angeles at Philadelphia. n
St Louis at Cincinnati, n
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, n
Chicago at Houston n

Pro Football
United States Football League
Oakland
5 7 0
417 219 217
Atlantic
Arizona
4 8 0
133 199 285
W L T Pct 1°F PA Denver
4 8 0
333 160 204
It 1 0 917 153 117
Saturday's Game
Boston
7 5 0
583 364 227
Tampa Flay 29. Oakland 9
New Jersey 3 9 0
:50 201 290
Sunday's Games
Washington : 11 0
063 164 313
Boston 21. Washington 14
Central
Chicago 19. New Jersey 13.0T
Tampa Bay 9 3 0
750 243 211
Los Angeles 14, Denver 10
Chicago
8 4 0
667 295 146
Philadelphia 24, Anzona 7
Michigan
7 1 0
636 232 210
Monday's Games
Birmingham 6 5 0
545 200 144
Birmingham at Michigan, n
Pacific
Friday, May 77
0
I os Aniie'es ;4
.5/ki I'i'll
flioThriiihcilli at NI,er

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

BALTIMORE (AP) —
Trainer Billy Boniface,
on his farm away from
the prerace turmoil,
made all the correct
moves to set up Deputed
Testamony's victory in
the 108th Preakness
Stakes.
Ridden by Donald
Miller Jr., Deputed
Testamony, the only
horse wearing mud
caulks, won by 2 3/4
lengths Saturday and
earned a purse of
$251,200.
With Miller sa ring
ground on the rail
throughout the 1 3/16
miles, as instructed,
Deputed Testamony ran
away from Desert Wine
in the stretch as Kentucky Derby winner Sunny's Halo faded to finish
sixth. The winner was
timed in 1:5525 on a sloppy track.
Miller never had to circle the field, as he expected, because as he
made the winning move,
jockey Chris McCarron
and Desert Wine drifted
toward the center of the
sloppy track.
"My boy (McCarron(
was kind of mad at
himself for getting off the
rail and letting him
through," trainer Jerry
Fanning of Desert Wine
said Sunday. -He just
thought the track was a
little better out there."
-If he had caused him

( Miller) to check, maybe
he wouldn't have gotten
his momentum going
again," Fanning said.
"But that's specuation.
You can find 100 ways to
win a race after it's
over."
Boniface, whose Bonita
Farm shares the ownership of Deputed
Testamony with Francis
P. Sears, a Boston
brokerage executive,
said he learned about
mud caulks from the late
Hall of Fame trainer
Preston Burch.
"I ran one of his horses
without stickers and Mr.
Burch really threw a fit,"
Boniface recalled. "Now
if it sprinkles, I put them
on. Parfaitement ( the

other half of the entry
that paid $31 to win)
couldn't use them
because of tender feet."
Boniface said he and
Sears would decide in a
few days if Deputed
Testamony would run
June 11 in the 1L2-mile
Belmont Stakes, the last

of the Triple Crown
events.
Sunny's Halo had been
in the spotlight ever since
arriving from Churchill
Downs, with a persistent
ringworm condition
threatening his participation in the Preakness.
Despite second-place
finishes in both the Derby
and the Preakness,
Desert Wine may not run
in the Belmont.
Sunny's Halo would
seem to have only a slight
chance to start, with
trainer David Cross announcing plans to spend
up to two weeks at
Pimlko to work at clearing up the rash.
High Honors, third in
the Preakness, and Bet

USFL patterns ...
dropping to 4-8 in the
Pacific Division, got its
only TD on Calvin Murray's 2-yard run in the second quarter.
New Jersey, one of the
ballyhooed teams in the
league at the beginning of
the season with its
million-dollar rookie running back Herschel
Walker, lost its second
overtime game to the
Blitz and fell to 3-9 in the
Atlantic.
The Blitz, 8-4 in the
Central, tied the game 1313 with 2:58 left in the

fourth quarter on a Frank
Corral's 35-yard field
goal. The score came
after the Blitz recovered
a fumble by Walker, who
had rushed for 141 yards
on the day.
Quarterback Tim
Koegel scored the winning touchdown at 3:53 of
the overtime on a fake
field goal, sweeping left
for five yards. Koegel had
replaced Greg Landry
after the Chicago starter
suffered a broken ankle
11 seconds into the fourth
quarter. Landry will be

(Continued from Pg.11)
lost for the remainder of
the season.
Johnnie Walton, who
completed 27 of 46 passes
for 326 yards, tossed a 39yard touchdown strike to
Charlie Smith with 7:07
left to rally Boston, 7-5,
past the hapless
Federals, the worst team
in the USFL with a 1-11
record and eight-game
losing streak.
"We had a feeling coming in we had to throw,"
said Walton, who had
thrown a league-high 426
passes. "We are a pass-

Can you afford NOT to vote! CONFUSED ABOUT AIRLINE
FARES?
for the only West Kentucky candidate
for State Auditor

On May 24 Vote

ing team, no way to hide
it. We run to complement
our passing game."
Washington led 14-7 at
the half on Mike
Hoheyisee's TD passes of
47 yards to Billy Taylor
and 34 to Mike Holmes.
Taylor turned in a 104yard effort on the ground,
the first Washington
player to go over the 100yard mark.

MHS tennis...
(Continued from Pg.11)
4

Bethel Richardson says ...

Others may call this a
"lesser race" but not MARY
ANN TOBIN. Democratic
candidate for State Auditor.
The administration ofpublic funds is critical to
efficiency and the elimination of waste. That's why
MARY ANN TOBIN wants to
serve as the next watchdog
of your tax money. The
Auditor's office has direct
impact on how your money is
Administered—both locally
and on the state level. We
need someone in that position with broad-based experience.

Big, who finished
seventh, are rated likely
Belmont starters.
Caveat, a fast-closing
third in the Derby, awaits
another shot in the Belmont. Also in waiting are
Slew 0' Gold, fourth in
the Derby; Country Pine,
who won the Withers
after placing eighth in the
Derby; and Balboa
Native, the Louisiana
Derby winner who was
ninth in the Derby.
Other likely starters include Bounding Basque,
who won a division of the
Wood Memorial; Foyt,
unbeaten in three lifetime
starts; plus I Enclose and
Megaturn, who trailed
Country Pine in the
Withers.

Here is something that is easy to understand —
when you purchase an airline ticket on either
American Airlines or Republic Airlines via Nashville,
you can include the Sunbird Airlines connecting flight
between Murray and Nashville for only $10.00 more!
On some Republic fares, the add-on amount is
$15.00. This offer applies in either direction to any city served by either of these two airlines and for any
coach, discount or supersaver fare that you choose.
Begin your next airline trip with us, and avoid those
long drives, parking fees, and high fares.
Call Sunbird Airlines at 489-2199 or Far Lands
Travel Agency at 753-4646.

MARY ANN TOBIN has
served four straight terms in
the House of Representatives. She knows government inside and out.
An accounting degree
from the University of Kentucky provides her with vital
credentials in finance and
management.
In
addition
to
her
legislative duties, experience in small business,
agriculture and banking give
a well-rounded knowledge
and interest in a variety of
disciplines to better serve
ALL Kentuckians. No candidate is more fully qualified!

Sunhircbdirtinei

Mary Ann Tobin

Nathan Roiston I P'fl d John Olsofka
Ma,,6-1,6-3.
Fourth Round
Farnurn d. Seabury. 6-3, 6-0: Rowton
0. Presley,6-2, 5-7, 7-6 7-4
Championship
Farnum d Rowton,6.0.6.2
Boys Doubles
Third Round
Simmons-Taber ILO 1 d. ArterburnWhitton
1. 6.3,
Whitnell-Mathis
May ) d. McNutt-Dunn 1 Mu 6-3, 6-3,
Hendrickson-Adams d. Barlow-Higgins
May. 6-2, 0-6, 6-4: Stout-Parker Mu
d. Stovall-McDaniel i LC 6-1,6-0.
Fourth Round
Whitnell-Mathis d Simmons-Tabor,
6-2, 6-2; Stout-Parker d HendricksonAdams,6.0.6-1
Championship
Stout-Parker d. Whitnell-Matfus. 6-0.
6-2.
Girls Singles
Third Round
Stephanie Edwards I LO d Leslie
Thompson i LC
6-0,64;
Shannon
Cruse iVF d Ellen Hogencamp. 6-1.6I; Cathy Thweatt d Lucinda Drury
iChC 1, 6-0, 6-1; Mel Kelly i Mu d.
Binkie Graham Ma 1,6-2, 6-1
Fourth Round
Edwards d Cruse. 6-3, 3-6, 63) Kelly
d Thweatt,6-2,6-3.
Championship
Kelly d Edwards,6-1. 6-1
Girl's Doubles
Third Round
Fritz-Haines ChC d. McDonaldPugh I RI, 6-0 6-0; Jackson-Oakley
i Mm d. Alexander-AJUri
6-1,6-2;
Jones-Trabne I ChC) d. Greene-Foster
1 Mu
7-6, 6-1: Hooper-Shannon
ILO) d. Sims-Smith I Ma ,6-1.6-I
Fourth Round
Fritz-Haines d. Jackson-Oakley. 7-6
115-13 4-6, 7-6 1104 Hooper-Shannon
d. Jones-Trabue,4-6, 7-6,6-2.
Championship
Fritz-Haines d. Hooper-Shannon, 5-7,
6-4.6-2.

Democratic Candidate for State Auditor

The only active candidate with an accounting degree

SEE YOU at

Paid tor Li, thy.:( ommitts.s. To El.1 t Mary Ann Tobin

*

Martha Layne Collins believes
our older citizens deserve
DIGNITY and SECURITY.

•

Friday, May 27, 1983
7:00 p.m.— Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

Monday, May 30

• Insistence on strict compliance with
regulations which assure quality care
for institutionalized elderly.

a

PROGRAM OF EVENTS

• increased efforts to provide special
discounts to older Kentuckians.

• Support of community services
which help keep older Kentuckians
active, independent and productive.

• Mandatory sentencing for criminals
who victimize older Kentuckians.

FAIR!

Murray- County Fair Calloway
May 30-June 4, 1983

She has a plan designed to give hope,security,
and independence to older Kentuckians,.
• Establishment of a Task Force on
Aging in the Governor's Office.

the b0

**

4:00 p.m.— Midway opens
4-H Rabbit Show
6:00 p.m.—Wrangler Star Search —Show Ring
7:00 p.m.— Little Miss Pageant Contest—Jaycee Building
9:30 p.m. — Fireworks Display

• Full support by the Governor's Office
of the Social Security Program and
other federal programs which assist
older Kentucklang.
• Assistance to homeowners and funds
for neighborhood improvement to
assure our older Kentuckians have
the quality housing they deserve.

Tuesday, May 31
6:00 p.m. — Holstein & Friesian Cattle Show
6:00 & 8:00 p.m. —Christy Lane Concert—Show Ring

Wednesday, June 1

• Neighborhood Watch programs to
help prevent crime against the
elderly.

7:00 p.m. —Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 p.m. — Demo Derby —Show Ring
7:00 p.m.— Stomper Pull —Jaycee Building

Martha Layne

(Alias
for Governor

Pad For ly Collins For Governor Violet Johnson Treasurer

Thursday, June 2
6:00 p.m. — 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.— Dune Buggy Sand Drags

Friday, June 3
7:00 p.m.— Horse Show

Saturday, June 4
8:00 a.m.— Horse & Mule Pulling Contest
12:00 noon -6:00 p.m.— Kiddies Day
5:00 p.m.—Motorcycle Races
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. — Family Night

•

For A Ride To The Polls
CALL 753-1599
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LINCOLN, Neb. — The
newly introduced Crop/Livestock Profit Projector AgDisk microcomputer program can further the managerial insights of agricultural
managers. Without long
hours of figuring with
pencil, paper and pocket
calculator, agricultural
managers can foresee the

outcomes of "what-if" can be used to project
situations.
profits on 10 different
enterprises such as corn
This new microcomproduction or pork proputer program can be usduction.
ed to project profit
The program's data enfigures for enterprises try
screen is chart-like
based on expected profor calculating how
duction costs and possible
"what-if" situations can
market conditions.
affect expected market
Twenty-four expenses
prices, yields and costs.
per projection can be
Bar graphs of projected
entered. Each diskette
expenses as a percentage

TOLLEY AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP —
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Microcomputer program aids managers
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James M. Tolley of Burna, a 1983
graduate of Livingston Central high school, is congratulated upon being
presented a $200 A. Carman-Agriculture Alumni Association Scholarship to attend Murray State University for the 1983-84 school year. Dr. James Long,chairman of the Department of Agriculture at Murray State, makes the presentation.
Also shown is Joe Knoth, agriculture adviser at Livingston Central. Tolley will
begin his studies at Murray State this summer.

Livingston Central graduate earns
$200 MSU agriculture scholarship
James M. Tolley of
Burna, a 1983 graduate of
Livingston Central High
School, has been awarded
a $200 A. CarmanAgriculture Alumni
Association Scholarship
to attend Murray State
University in 1983-84.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Odis C. Tolley Jr., Tolley
will begin his studies as
an agriculture major at
Murray State this summer.
He was active at Livingston Central in Future

Farmers of America
FFA activities. Tolley
served as treasurer of his
FFA chapter and was
rated superior in both
public and impromptu
speaking in regional FFA
competition.
Tolley ranked in the top
one-fourth of his class
academically and was
selected among the
senior superlatives as the
Best Personality. His
agriculture adviser at
Livingston Central was
Joe Knoth.

Dr. James Long, chairman of the Department of
Agriculture at Murray
State, said Tolley will be
assigned to a job on the
University Farm through
the student employment
program at Murray
State.

Farm Profit Bulletin

FACT-FINDING TOUR — Sen. Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm, discuss
es activities sponsored by the Murray State University Agricultural Exposit
ion
Center. Higdon and other members of the legislative Committee on Agricul
ture
and Natural Resources recently took a look at several sites in western Kentuc
ky
that fall under their jurisdiction during a legislative session. The fact-finding
tour also got a look at the operations of the Murray State remote sensing center.
Rep. Keither Endicott, R-Inez (right), and Sen. Ken Gibson, D-Madisonville
(left), are also members of the committee.

Plan for wet weather.

The main force, other
than the nation's general
economy, is the paymentin-kind program in which
farmers have signed up
to take 83 million acres —
about a third of the nation's cropland base —
from production this
year.
In return, eligible
farmers will get cash
payments and surplus
wheat, corn, sorghum,
cotton and rice for idling
their land.
A new Agricultural
Outlook report by the
USDA's Economic
Research Service says
that there are some
"positive influences" on
farm income in 1983 and
1984, including: Declining
interest rates, lower inflation, reduced use of
production items, higher
commodity prices and
lower commodity inventories.
"These factors will improve the farm sector's
income position in the
long run as well as during
the current year," the
report said.
Meanwhile, the latest
analysis continued to
forecast 1983 net farm income in a range of $20
billion to $24 billion, compared to $20.2 billion in
1982.
Comparatively, net
farm income — prior to
making any adjustments
for inventory changes —
was $19.6 billion in 1981,
$24.4 billion in 1980 and
$26.7 billion in 1979 —
when it rose from $25.6
billion in 1978.
The report, written by
Gary Lucier of the
Economic Research service, said that prices paid
to farmers for commodities in the first
quarter of this year improved in relation to
prices paid by producers.
"For the year, prices
paid by farmers for all
Items may rise 2 to 4 percent, after increasing

about 4 percent in 1982,"
the report said. "Overall,
feed and equipment
prices are forecast to rise
the most."
This year's prices for
livestock are expected to
remain near year-earlier
levels, while crop prices
will "rise somewhat"
overall, particularly feed
grain prices because of
the PIK influence.
One of the uncertainties
in forecasting 1983 and
1984 farm income involves the marketing patterns for grain and cotton
farmers will get under
the PIK-program.

CHOWS

McKee! Equipment Co.
503 Walnut

®

SEVIN
is a ,egistered
trademark of Union
Carbde Corporation for
carbaryl insecticide.

at Defter dealers everywhere

AREA"

411111,

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V/ 753-3404
tjeGrain
Merchandising

753-5378 11111 MI

Industrial Rd.

153-3)62

IS THE
ANSWER.

la!ENTIRE

FEEDS
BAG &
BULK FEED
FOR ALL YOUR
ANIMALS
Buchanan Feed
PURINA and Seed vi
(all us lodes 0, free Demonstration on .our /arm and ivalor lse U shin.. os ho,.
to sal, trips and bat* on the results .
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"SERVING
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Economists say outlook
for income 'uncertain'
WASHINGTON t API —
Although they are sticking by an earlier forecast,
Agriculture Department
economists say the
outlook for farm income
"remains uncertain"
because of a number of
factors, including the impact of 1983 crop programs.

of income and projected
profits per enterprise can
be made. The latter could
be a chart of projected
profits from corn vs. soybeans.
The program contains
an example projection
which runs by itself. Data
entered into the program
can be stored and recalled later and a printout of
a projected enterprise income statement can be
made.
AgDisk products now
are available through
selected Apple, IBM and
Texas Instruments
dealers including many
Valcom, ComputerLand
and Team Electronics
stores. Packages designed to run on Radio Shack,
Commodore and DEC
microcomputers will be
available later this year.
More information on
the Crop/Livestock profit
projector along with
other AgDisk microcomputer software can be obtained from Harris
Technical Systems, Inc.,
624 Peach Street, Lincoln.
Ne.,68508.

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

Murray, Ky.

Southern States

Bring in
your pool
water...

Buy one of our new
Case farm tractors gel round trip tickets
for two, plus cash
for your Inc)

We'll Tell You How To
Make It Swimmable

Sly to your choice of over 80 cities
in continental U.S. or Canada'
and get $400 in travel cash
from Case On your purchase of 3

g
1
46M
-3)
-fly to your choice of 10 cities in
Mexico. Bermuda or the Canbbean•
and get $800 in travel cash

new Case 1190 1290 1390 1490
or 1690 tractor

Make a date-attend Southern States Water Clinic. Start
this season with the answers to the pool water problems
you usually have throughout the season. Bring in a sample
of your pool water and we'll gladly analyze it with our instore laboratory-put the results into Southern States water
computer, it will let you know what chemicals to buy-and
how much of each you really need. Save time-save money
this season. See us

;590 It

- fly to lansion, Paris. Amstenhen,
Rome, Madrid. brick Fravidurt
e Hawaii' and get $1,500 in
travel cash from Case Or
Purchase 01 a -re w Case 4490
4090 Or .1890 tractor

•

In addition, take Option #1 — Your choice of Case 8 8°. A P R financing for up to 48 months
Or take Option #2— No finance charges until March 1 1984
Or take Option #3 — A special cash option. in lieu of financing Options #1 and #2. on your
new Case tractor purchase (Cash options shown by model in table

ELIGIBLE

/*00(1.

CASm
OPT101.•

1190 •
• $ 650
1290 •
S 750
1390 •
• $ 900
1490 S• i400
1690 $1600
2090 5• 1900

Wed., May 25th
9:30 a.m.-1.:30 p.m.

El /OPOLE
MODE L

C•S)I
OPTION

2290 .• S2100
2390 $2500
2590 $2700
U90 53200
4690'$4000'
4890 $4700

Also ask about eligible used farm tractors
of any make, available with (cr. A.P R
financing for up to 42 months
or a waiver
of finance charges until December 1.1983.
Free have,offers and cash option go not app's
to-ed tractor purchases

Mit? NoMe
"or NLL'

Al. hr sSueCI

1' raw, r'rust

For 8 8°c A P R finance charges or waver-offinance-charges on new Or used tractors purchase must be financed through J I Case Credit
Corporation Otters aP1Dis from date of purchase
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See us now for full details.

Just for coming in-a Weatherproof Pool
Chemical Troubleshooter Guide FREE!

753-1423

C

McKee! Equipment Co.

Industrial Rd.

503 Walnut

753-3062
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2. Notice

2. Notice

NOTICE. Apple Tree
School is now register
ing students for the
summer program for
children 6 10. Openings
are also available for
ages 2-5. Call 7519356.
Visit Antique City Mall.
Hwy. 45E of Humbolt
Tn. One of the South's
largest selection of
Antique Flea Market
each weekend. Open
daily except Monday
Call 901-784 3422.

We can mot and•
frame your art- gp
111 work.
• CARTER STUDIO
•753 1298

You

pick strawberries,
Sat May 21st at 8:00 on
the Pete Valentine
Farm, 642 4439

3. Card of Thanks
•
c •
CARD OF THANKS
We deeply appreciate the
thoughts, prayers
and many acts of
kindness since John
Michael's death one
year ago. May God
bless each of you.
Mr. & Mrs. John
D. Calhoon.

DOWN
Answer to Saturda!,'s Puzzle
1 Greek letter
2 Ventilate
3 Welcomed
4 Fur-bearing
mammals
5 Coiled lava
6 Light wind
7 Spare
8 Organ of
hearing
9 Place in line
10 Period of
fasting
11 Roman
garment
16 Prefix down
18 Knocks
20 Ballots
22 Time-telling
vessel
23 Great Lake
25 Word of
sorrow
27 Footwear
28 Wide-awake
2

3

sTo MA

SEE PS

A
A

A

STOP SMOKING
CENTER
P.O. Box 1174
Corbin, Ky 40701
(606)523-0148
TAKE A DEMO MIKE IN AN '113

29 Highway
30 Identical
34 Easily broken
36 Greatest
37 Colonize
39 Abodes
41 Showy flower
42 Hebrew
month

NEW GMC
5-15 JIMMY

43 Rampant
44 Dye plant
45 Babylonian

deity

r_T-iN,

47 Wine cup
49 Be ill
50 Beam
53 Printer s
measure

4

119
14

15

10

SEE, FEEL, AND DRIVE
THE DIFFERENCE ,

17

pig

19

21

'22 23

24

1 26
32

Trucks
Trailers
Buses, Inc.

33

35

38
40

48

46
5,
55

14. Want to Buy

19. Farm Equipment

Brick home in city
limits, max. 1400 sq. ft.,
nice residential area, 2
or 3 BR, prefer with
carport and garage,
price range 30's. Call
753-4703 days 753-1655.
Used air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
Used wooden baby
dressing table. Call
after 4:00, 753-9574.

David

15. Articles for Sale
For sale full length
wedding gown, size 9,
and chapel length veil,
$100. 753-3242 after
8p.m. If no answer,
keep trying.
Large office desk and
chair. 753-7904.
Window Fan, 20", 3
speed, reversible, metal
blades, thermostat
control, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
Like new, sleeper/sofa,
$125, 2 end tables and
lamps, $10, walnut
stained desk, $35; 2
small bedside tables, $5
ea. 759-9678.

18. Sewing Machines
STATE

STERE

12

31

SUPERVISOR. Wish to
train sharp homemaker
to interview, hire and
supervise toy demonstrators: part-time
July-December excel•
lent in home income.
Background of teach ,
ing, business, or party
plan helpful. Call collect
1-502,653-4704 for Debbie. Interviewing soon.
Telephone collector relative experience required, full time, liberal
salary and benefits
based on performance.
Apply at the Credit
Bureau, 304 Maple St.,
Murray.
WORK NEAR HOME.
Factory branch
positions available for
qualified persons. We
offer a career that
combines the best
features of owning your
own business (no investment) while enjoying a protected employee statics. Fringe
benef its...incentives...promotions from
within. Call 443-6460
between 8-10a.m, for an
interview. Equal Employment Opportunity.

Jim Suitor & John
Gresham will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
OWs-Port.-Cad.-livick

10 GREAT REASONS
TO OWN A
STOP SMOKING
CENTER

300 MAIN

6. Help Wanted

NOTICE

Nave $ minutes? Call
759-4444 for an in.:
spirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tattered
cloths
5 Competent
9 in music high
12 Lease
13 Region
14 Sign of
zodiac
15 Mountain
nymph
17 Piece of
Jewelry
19 Football
team
21 Pilaster
22 Wagers
24 Measure of
weight abbr
25 imitate
26 Before
27 Takes
unlawfully
29 Rupees
abbr
31 Cover
32 Pronoun
33 Note of scale
34 Neckpiece
35 French article
36 Foremen
38 Male sheep
39 Born
40 Teutonic
deity
41 Assistant
42 War god
44 Bear witness
to
46 Far
48 Essence
51 Rear of ship
52 Distance
measure
54 Lamb s pen
name
55 Legal matter
56 Turkish flag
57 Depend on

2. Notice

2. Notice

1890's Now has ice
cream cakes. Special
orders available
753'
3604
1890's will accept
coupons of its competitors for ice cream or
chicken. 753-3604.

30X 3110 317)

152

54

56

57

I'M 50 ML104
31ER THAN THE
REST OF

!
4!

SUMMER
WORK

I

Want ambitious gogetter for Summer
work. Full time career
potential. Accredited
College Students can
also qualify for
scholarships.

Coll
1-443-6460

U.S. 641 S.
Murray, Ky.
753-1372

GIVIC

9. Situation Wanted
6. Help Wanted

TRUCKS ARE WHAT
WERE ALL ABOUT

between 8 and 10
AM. Equal Employment Opportunity.

23

IT IS THE MILE OF
MA,r, TH0U6I4 iSN'T IT 7

Babysitting and/or
tutoring by certified
teacher for summer
months. Call 753-0296.
Will babysit day or
afternoon shifts.
Weekends and nights
welcome. Weekly rates
$25 to $30. 759-9531.
Will mow lawns. 7533172 or 759-1782.
Would like to babysit in
my home, infant and
preschool, references.
753-7904.

10. Business Opportunity
Oriental and American
Gift Shop (or shelf and
showcase only) for sale.
7 5 3 - 2 8 8 0
(10a.m.-10p.m.)
We have 3 ideal
locations for any retail
business or professional
office use. For rent or
lease. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.

15 50
EMBARRASSINE.
THIS

H WELL...)

a

• 963 Loted Feature Syndicate Inc

I'M GOING TO
THE LIBRARY
TO TAKE OUT
MY FIRST
BOOK

I'M GLAD SHE'S
FINALLY THINKING
ABOUT SOMETHING
BESIDES EATING

PHOOEY-WHAT'S
THE FUN OF
GOING TO THE
LI BRARY--

-IF THEY DON'T
HAVE ANY
PICTURE BOOKS
OF HOT FUDGE

SUNDAES

•
,Q 983 United Feature Syndicate Inc

For sale. Union Special,
commercial sewing
machine, good condition. Call 436-2289 after
5p.m.
Singer Machines,
Fashion Fabrics by
Singer. Patterns,
Notions, Murray's One
Stop Sewing Center.
753-5323, Murray, Ky.

Truck. 753

Gilson Roto Tiller, 5
h.p., good condition.
Call 753-4454.
New Holland Square
Baler and Rake. Old but
good, $1,600. After 5p.m.
753-4065.
Or trade 400 John Deere
Lawn Tractor, 60"
mower deck. Power
steering Hydro Static
John Deere wagon and
small tilt trailer to haul
tractor. Will trade for
smaller lawn mower or
small Ford tractor. Call
753-6555 or 753-9648.
Parts and Service.
Thats our tradition at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road. Your Wheel
Horse dealer. 753-1319.
Tillers, chain drive, 5
h.p. Briggs and Stratton
engines. $269.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
Tractor Tires, new and
used. Keough Equipment. 1-382-2207.

23. Exterminating
Registered With Ky. Dept of kg.

Kellys Termite &
Pest Control
0177)753-3914
lekstered With Ky. Dept. el

Ge

mA aw

ontro
753-0414

ALEXANDER,I'LL GIVE')
JOU A DOLLAR
>. IF YOU'LL
CLEAN UR
/OUR ROOM

AM-FM, cassette and
record player Home
Stereo Unit. (Centrex
made by Pioneer). $200.
Call 753-3136 or after
Ap.m. call 759-1293.

31.t

24. Miscellaneous

Per
3/4
and

30 r
sell
7p.11
2697

4x8 table with benches
attached. Good for a
church classroom for
six to eight year olds.
753-6273.
Aluminum extension
ladders. 14 ft. $38.99, 16
ft. $42.99, 20 ft. $54.99, 24
ft. $69.99, 28 ft. $97.99, 32
ft.$ 137.99 . Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Garden mulch, decaded
3 yrs., $15 per yd.
Locust fence posts,
various sizes, price
negotiable. Summer
firewood, custom cut.
Call John Boyer. 7530338.
Over 700 sq. it, of
4"x16" foil backed insulation. 753-2615,
Particle Board $3.99,
2'' Plywood $6.79,
Shingles $17.95 sq., Felt
Paper $6.95, 3/8 Wood
Siding $6.99, Marble top
vanity, fiberglass tubs
and showers in stock.
Wynn Discount Building
Supplies, 601 Poplar,
Benton, Ky. 527-1553.

viCE

pert
ove
hea
teec
Cad
day
Sac
bric
cluf

38.1

AKi
red
sho
901 AK.
turf
rea
at
Rec.

41.

Ya
mil

43.

SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Boyer, 753-0338.
USED COPIER, 4 yrs,
old, excellent condition,
$800. Call 247-2992,

1975 Sahari 14x60, 2
bedrooms, all electric,
partly furnished, $6,500.
Call 753-0533.

28. Mobile Home Rentals

NOTICE
NOTICE
NOTICE
TUESDAY - MAY 31ST IS
THE LAST DAY TO PURCHASE 1983-84 CITY
STICKERS AND BUSINESS
LICENSE WITHOUT INCURRING A 10% PENALTY. THE
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE WILL
BE CLOSED MONDAY, MAY
30TH IN OBSERVANCE OF
MEMORIAL DAY.
OFFICE HOURS
8:00 to 5:00

Monday-Friday
City Clerk's Office
City Hall Building
Jo Crass, City Clerk

PUBLIC NOTICE
CALL BEFORE YOU DIG!
753-0280
GAS/WATER/SEWER
In an attempt to reduce the risk of excavation damage to underground gas
pipelines, the leading cause of pipeline
related accidents, The Material
Transportation Bureau, Department of
Transportation, issued Federal Regulation 49 CFR Part 192.614 requiring cities
operating municipal gas systems to
establish a "CALL BEFORE YOU DIG!"
damage prevention program.
The City of Murray in compliance with
this law has established a "One Call
System" in an attempt to reduce excavation related damages to underground
utility facilities and ensure adequate safety controls for the residents of our service
area.
Contractors utilizing mechanical means
for excavation should utilize the one-call
number, 753-0280, prior to any planned excavations. This number can be dialed 24
hours each day and prompt line locations
for gas, water, and wastewater
underground facilities will be provided.
Anyone having questions concerning
the Damage Prevention Program should
call 753-5626, General Offices of the Murray Municipal Utilities, which includes
the Gas, Water & Wastewater Systems.
Your cooperation in this very important
program is appreciated.
MURRAY MUNICIPAL UTILITIES
CALL BEFORE YOU DIG!
753-0280
GAS/WATER/SEWER

5/< y

22. Musical

27. Mobile Home Sales

cr
,

13

Farm

Wagon, $250. Call 7530874 or 753-3799.

19. Farm Equipment
1964 Grain
8748

Bradley

55 Ft, on private lot.
Call Ben Nix after 5p.m.
753-3785.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray, no pets.
489-2611.

30. Business Rentals

1

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Coy

31. Want to Rent

University professor,'
wife and child need 3
bedroom house with
yard. Prefer southwest
school district area.
July 1st. Former
homeowners and

re.-

tic:tents of flflnofS711C"
cellent references. Call
collect, Stephen
Rosolack 408-946-7472
after 8p.m. Murray
time!

32. Apts. For Rent
3 Rm. furnished apt.,
gas heat furnished,
college people
preferred, no pets, no
deposit on water and
electric. 3 blocks north
from the square, North
4th. Call after 5:30
753-5263.
A couple of young ladies
want to share a nice
house with another
lady. Near MSU and
downtown. Available
May 30th. Call Rebekah
after 5p.m. 753-6577.
Furnished apt. at 1609
Farmer Ave. 2 BR,
carport, w/d hookup,
close to campus. Call
753-0919 weekends and
after 6p.m.
Nice clean 1 bedroom
furnished apt Located
100 S. 13th St.
Nice one bedroom apt.
furnished, $ 1 35 per
month. Call 753-3949.
One or two bedroom
apts., near downtown
Murray. 753-4109, 7626650 or 436-2844.
One bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. 2 bedroom furnished, lease
and deposit, adults only,
no pets. Call 753-9208
after 4p.m.
Two bed duplex with
carport, washer and
dryer hookup, kitchen
appliances, lease and
deposit. Call 753-3343.
Two bedroom Town
House apt., carpet,
central heat and air,
range refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
good location. Call 7537559 or 753-7550.
Two room partially
furnished apt. with
bath, water paid, near
downtown. 753-6977.

33. Rooms for Rent
Boy's and girl's rooms
for rent, 1 block from

OM IS YOUR PRACTICE WHAT YOU WANT IT
0 BET

University. Call 753-1812
or 759-9580.

34. Houses for Rent
TOP being a collection agent
DROP your overhead to ZERO
ELIMINATE Malpractke Insurance
Physicians are needed is on. of the largest health
care agencies in the country.
NAVY MEDICINE can offer you both a rewarding
career and more time to call your own.
FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: Navy Medical
Officer Programs, 600 Federal Place, Suite 1058,
Louisville, KY 40202 KW Coll (502) 582-5177
(collect)
BE THE DOCTOR YOU WANT
TO SE...94 THE NAVY

Or-

••-•• Aft.

p•- •

•-• wewpkvie

"••

""'"

House near
753-2967.

University.

One bedroom apartment at 1002 Main St.
Appliances furnished.

$135 monthly plus deposit. Call Spann Realty
Assoc. for more information 753-7724.
Two and 3 bedroom
houses near University.
492-8225.
Two bedrooms house in
country, available now,
no pets,- lease and
deposit, $200/month.
753-3942.
Vacant unfurnished
house, no pets, 1615
Miller. 753-5792.
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43. Real Estate

30 nice Feeder pigs, will
sell 1 or 30. Call after
7p.m. 436.5812 or 4892697.
Performance tested 3/8,
3/4 and 7/8 Simmental
and Maine Anjou service age bulls. Only top
performance bulls from
over 800 cows. All bulls
health test and guaranteed. Broadbent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. 42211. Phone
days 502-235-5182.
Saddle horse, sorrel,
bridle and saddle included. Call 489-2351.

ANEIMN.

MURRAY CALLOVIA,CO,
REALTy

,•

,

•

ICA M4
1121
A6
37. Livestock-Supplies

0 V.trelf":

44. Lots for Sale

47. Motorcycles

REDUCED to $6,000 is
this 5i-2 acres of land on
Ralph Wright Road. All
wooded and rolling for
beautiful building site.
Three large lots off of
Highway 280, near lake
for only $1,500 or best
offer. Ideal summer
get-away location!
Roberts Realty,
753-1651.

IE:Alr
ed
X 310 311C)
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered

Honda 70 Passport
JC&C Company
We clean and repair air
Will plow and disk
Scooter, excellent conSiding: Vinyl, conditioners, also we
gardens at reasonable
Alumina
Service
Co.
dition. 753 4981.
5021 703,0146
Aluminum & Steel. 50 buy used air conrates 759 4107
Amino and onlyl sidiet,
ditioners_ Dill Electric.
New Honda Discount
year Warranty. Over
304 N. 12th, Murray,
Aluminu
hang:
m.
30
753-9104.
Prices. GL500 Inters•
custom trim work.
Ky.
fate, $2,895. GL 500
Year Warranty. We service all
Briggs
References. Call Will E
Roofing: Steel & Stratton,
Sales Associates,
Silvewing, $1,995. CB900
V.
Tecumseh,
153-06E.
Standing
illy.
Aluminu
m.
Custom,
$2,595. CB750
Kohler and Lawn BOY
Evening Phones
Low, Low Rates.
Seam Steel Roof. engines. Gilsons
Custom. $2,195. CB750K,
,
Prentice Wan - 753-5725.
- Call
Aluminum Storm Win- Ariens, John
Satisfied References.
$1,995. CB650 Custom,
Deere,
Jean Bird - 753-3514,
Tim Barber
dows/Doors. Free es- Master Cut
$1,795, CM400T, $1,395. Are you wanting
Free Estimates.
mowers.
to
Bobby Holey 489-2266.
CM400E, $1,249. CM400 spend your weekends at timates. Call today Poulan Chain Saws and
for all types
Ray
day/night
- 753-3437.
.
759-1600
Custom, $1,449. CB750 the lake, but you
others. Special quotes
46. Homesfor Sale
can't
of carpentry work.
Nighthawk, $2,398. because you have
Our interest in you Affordable home
to Lawn mower and tiller on pickup and delivery.
operienced. Free Estimates 56. Free Column
by CB650 Nighthawk, $l, mow your lawn? Let repair. Wayne Wilson. 3 Hazel Lawn and Garden
lake, 2 plus acres, by 998. VF750 Magna, $2, Murray Lawn
pays off.
miles South on 121 or Center, 311 Main, Hazel,
753-31N w 753-1/64
Free kittens Must be
A Ammo of CI It lAitrrisas
owner, easy low down, 749. At Evans-Honda. do it for you. Service call 753-5086.
Ky. 492 8147
We can
given away. 753 3896
financing 11 percent Paducah, Ky. 442-1655 keep your lawn
38. Pets-Supplies
interest, $27,500. Call or 442-1626. Closed trimmed and mowed,
looking
753-8299
474-8089.
Mondays.
sharp all season. Re•
AKC Chow Chow pups,
imOnfi
red, black mask, 1st
rGOAREKli
asonable
A pleasantly unrates. Call for
Heeling and custom
free estimate. 759-9246
shots. Greenfield, Tenn.
traditional facade 49. Used Cars
Spreading
901-235-2705.
or 759-4414.
Will clean your home, office or
which captures a full
1974 Pinto, new radial
Bobby Mohler
measure of warmth. Its tires,
AKC Registered MinaBob's Home Improve$600. 437 4887.
busines
s with:
exterior appeal results
ture Schnauzer puppies,
753-6692.
ment, 17 years building
,Catalog Sales Agency from a symphony of 1975 Cornet Dodge, local experience, remodelready for sale. 759-4822
Appointments made such features as the car, extra clean. Call ing, additions, concrete Painting
after 5p.m.
Paperhang
Ben Nix after 5p.m. work,
Winnebago Tents,
repairs, general ing, Interior
your convenience. attractive window de- 753-3785.
for
Exterior
Registered black male
tailing;
cypress,
home
stone,
maintenan
Commer
x12.
ce.
Call
cial
Re
Full time sales glass exterior snugly 1976 Ford Pinto, 753-4501.
e• ie puppy 474-8050.
sidential, 20 years, re
associates evening setting in trees all straight shift, $700. Call
41, Public Sale
ferences, free es
around. The floor plan 753-6291 after 4:30.
phones.
timates. Tremon
Yard Sale. 94 East, 12
has much to re- 1977 Gremlin, 4 cylinFarris, 759-1987.
Y348.
summer!
miles. All
commend this design to der, 4 speed, good
Tired of sloppy work?
„CO
0
the family whose re- condition, $1,800. 753Murray
300 Main
Antos McCarty. . . 753-2249 quireme
Satifactory guaranteed
43, Real Estate
nts include 0533.
with
Holden
Heating
Theresa Keith! . 153-7128 formal and informal
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
1982 Mercury LN 7,
Air Condition, RePurdom & Thurman
Joyce Betsworth. . 753-9310 living areas. There is a black exterior, brown
The bird season is frigeration. State cerexceptiona
l amount of cloth seats, air, stereo
Insurance &
753-2511
Goy Spann
here. Your chimney teed. 474-8013 anytime.
livabil
in the cassette, 4 speed. 759Real Estate
753-2477 fireplaceity
Anna Reqvarth
Fire Wood. Tree trimarea work 1429.
needs screening.
ming and removing
Southside Court Sq.
island in the kitchen;
THURSDAY, MAY 26, 1983
Call
hedges and shrubs.
raised family room, One owner 1974 CorvMurray, Kentucky
ette, good condition.
435-4348
762-4792
Free
estima
10:00
tes.
A.M.- RAIN OR SHINE
secluded study, rough- Call
44. Lots for Sale
753-5455.
753-4451
753-5476.
hewned beams, teena
DAN
MILLER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Lot zoned for duplex ger's hide-away; and 50. Used Trucks
f elrrr-Construction.
Licensed electrician for ili
New houses, garages,
period. Northwood sheltered deck. Call us
DAN W. MILLER, DECEASED: ESTATE
residential and comadditions, decks, pole
Subd. 753-7853.
now and go with us at 1973 Chevy Pickup, new mercial.
STROUT
Heating and
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Need a lot to build on? Century 21 Loretta Jobs paint, excellent condi- air condition, gas in- barns, horse barns,
REALTY
Small and large start- Realtors to see this for tion. 436-2894.
stallation and repair. wood interiors and exteriors.
Phone Bob
ing at $2,300. Town, your family.
1979 Chevrolet Phone 753-7203.
SALE LOCATION: At The North City Limit
Washam, 1-328-8706.
Silverado Pickup, tilt Mitchell
rural and beautiful lake By owner, 2 bedroom
Office Coast to Coast
Paving
and
Edge On Hwy. 641 North.
Underhill and Dunn's
lots. Call Spann Realty home on Coles Cam- steering, cruise, elec- Hauling.
layers from Everywhere
Asphalt pavPlumbing, Electric,
Assoc. 753-7724.
pground Rd., low 20's. tric windows and locks, ing, sealing,
aerials Service Since 1900
striping. Painting and
Int. TD 15 Series C Dozer, SN4240002000661, Pr
Welding.
a.c., 350 V-8. 753-6308.
Two beautiful lots in 753-0412 or 753-7636.
Stone, gravel, ect.
1912 Coldwater Rood
Shift,
We give free estimates.
Panorama Shores with By owner reduced $17,
Phone
753-1537.
Hyd.
/Jimmy, Kentucky 42071
Tilt, Conopy And Brush Sweeps "In Very. Good
51.
Campers
753-6186
4742321.
or
shade trees, fruit trees 000, beautiful Colonial 2
(502)753-0186
Need upholstery work
Shape" • Case 584C Construction King Fork Lift, Dsl. EnUpholstery & Drapery
and a lovely building story home, located on 2 8 ft. Truck camper, done? Bill's
Anytime
Upholstery cleaning is a job
for
scenic acres, approx. sleeps 4, stove/oven/ice will be happy to
for
site
that
home
gine, 21' Lift. 321 Hrs.,'Shuttle Trans., "Extra Nice" • Cat
JOEL. KENNON
serve factory trained experts
overlooking the lake. 4,000 sq. ft. with 4 or 5 box, stereo, good condi- you. We do
custom car, using only
Broker
Motor Grader, SN 9T113, Dsl. Engine, Cab, Pr. Steering •
the best
Priced at only $8,900. bedrooms, large den, tion, $750 firm. 345-2253.
van and truck interiors,
Licensed & loaded
equipment. Satisfaction
Call KOPPERUD rec. room, 3'2 baths,
Case
530 Construction King Backhoe, Gas Engine •
sunroofs, van windows,
absolutely
REALTY 753 1222.
central heat, air, 52. Boats-Motors
vinyl and convertible Insured Guaranteed.
Case
470
, Free EsGas Tractor, 1015 Hrs., Spin Out Wheels. Pr.
fireplace insert. Central
16 ft. Cherokee Alum. tops. Tractor seats and timates, Lee's Carpet
vacuum, intercom and
Steering, Remote Valve, "Real Nice" • 16' Constractors
Bass Boat, trolling mo- tarpes, all sizes and Cleaning, 753-5827, 24
stereo system. Double
t o r , depth finder, shapes. Also furniture hours, 1111 Sycamore.
Office Trailer w Drafting Tables • 16 Ton Lo Boy Trailer
garage and 16x80 brick AM/FM
Silver
Gold
cassette upholstery. Free esand concrete patio. Will stereo,
• Trailmobile 32' Van Storage Trailer • 1968 White HDClosed
60 h.p. Johnson. timates, stop by 104 S. WET BASEMENT? We
Closed
consider trade for Call
make wet basements
13th St. or call 753-8085.
753-6244 or 753-0839.
275 Truck Tractor, 427 Engine, 5&2 Trans., Air Brakes
13.26
Yesterday
440.00 Yesterday
dry. Work completely
smaller home. By ap•
Need
work
on
1978
your
Loweline
Boat,
35
guaranteed. Call or
pointment only. After
12.32
Opened Today 432.00 Opened Today
1978 Chevy C-65 Tandem Dump Truck, 36,060 Miles. 5&2
trees? Topping, prun- write
h.p.
Johnson
motor,
6p.m. 753-7124.
Morgan Con.94
Down
8.00 Down
trailer, bass seats, bat- ing, shaping, complete struction Co. Rt. 1,
Trans., Pr. Steering, 366 Engine, 14' Gravel Bed, 9.00-20
Box
Charming is the word tery, life jackets.
Call removal and more. Call 409A, Paducah, Ky.
Rubber, "Real Nice- • 1969 GMC Gravel Dump Truck •
for this small home. 759-4663
B OVER'S TREE
after 4p.m.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Economical gas heat,
SERVICE for Pro1969
Ford Flat Bed Dump Truck • 1981 Chevy Pickup, 4
large kitchen with ap- 1981 16ft. Lowe Pro Bass fessional tree care. WILL MOW LAWNS!
Speed Overdrive, V8 Engine, 33,159 Miles, "Real Nice" •
759-4414 or 759 9246.
pliances. nicely de- Boat, 1982 70 h.p. motor, 753-0338.
corated in earth tones, trim, tack speedometer,
1977 Chevy 20 Series Van, V8 Automatic, Pr. Steering •
close to the university 2 depth finders, big
wheel
trailer.
753-3621
Aristocr
at Landcommander 18' Self Contained Camper
and priced in the 520's.
Mobile Nome Anchors,
KOPPERUD REALTY or 753-4871.
Trailer
•
Tr -Axle Back Hoe Trailer • 1980 Yamaha
oaderpinstiog reefs sealed,
753-1222.
23 ft. Fiberglass CruiXS400SG Motorcycle • 1000 Gal. Fuel Tank w Pump.•
eloatinam patios. Awnings &
Complete family ser, sleeps 4, 155 omc.
carpets shills sod doable.
liavability is provided 759-1987.
3 Trailer Loads Of Contractors Tools • 1971 Chevy Pickby this exceptional floor
Jock Glover 753-1173.
53.
Services
Offered
up, V8, Automatic, w 'Air • LincoLg 225 Welder • Presplan. Further, this desAll types roofing,
ign has a truly delightsure Washer • Air Hose • 2 Horse Air Compressor •
local references. Free
Carpet Cleaning. May
,-Season passes for the ful traditional exterior.
Early Bird
special, 10 cents square
Stow Hand Tamping Machine • Shop -Drill Press •
Estimates.
work
The fine layout features
All
Discount 10%
foot for most carpets.
Murray-Calloway County a center entrance hall
Craftsman
guaranteed. Days
Table
Saw • Craftsman 4" Plane •
Reliable professional
Roof
Probl
with
wardrobe
Swimming Pool may be pur- Then, there iscloset.
753-6581, nights
service. Free- esCraftsm
an
10"
Radial
Arm Saw • Contractors Air Nailer
the
timates. Call Jeff, 753759-1859.
•
chased now thru May 27. Pur- formal, front living
David
White
TransitLevel
w Tri Pod • Craftsman Level
0015.
room and the adjacent,
& Tri Pod.
d'aV Concrete, block, brick
chase prior to May 16 to be separate dining room.
basements, foun- Will do plumbing, carThe U-shaped kitchen
Get a second opinion. dations,
eligible for a free season pass.
TERMS: Complete Settlement Must Be Made The Day
has plenty of counter
drive-wayS, pentry, painting, haulFree Estimates. Exsidewalks, patios, and ing and roofing: Call
and cupboard space.
Family Passes
Of The Auction! No Exceptions!!
$60.00
chimneys. Free es- 753-9600.
There is even a pantry.
cellent references.
timates. Call 753-5476.
The family room funcSingle Passes
Will
haul
white
rock,
$30.00
Coll
For All Positive Details Concerning The Equipment
tions with the kitchen
Faye's Monogram. 753- sand, lime, rip rap and
Hugh Outland
Passes may be purchased at
and is but a step from
3604. Several styles and masonary sand, coal.
Prior To The Auction Contact: Mrs. Dan Miller, Executthe outdoor terrace. The
759-1718 759-1135
colors for shirts, linens, Call Layton Hutson
the Parks office, 10th Ik Payne
rix, Day:502-753-7559; Night: 502-753-7550.
mud room has space for
purses, patches, custom 753-4545.
work.
storage
and
laundry
St., phone 753-7640.
Campbell's Tree Ser
equipment. The family vice.
Topping, trim- Fence sales at Sears
Aluminum and
will find those four ming
and removal. now. Call Sears 753-2310
bedrooms and two full Fully
iding and Aluminum
insured. 1-502-527- for free estimate for
baths just the answer to 0918.
your needs.
'7164 AUCTIONEER -FANCY FARM, KY
rim for all houses. It
sleeping and bath acG ENERA
stops pointing.
(502) 623-8466 or (502) 623-6939
comodations. Call Cen- APPLIANCE SER- REPAIR. L HOME
15 years extury 21 Loretta Jobs VICE. Kenmore, perience
Jack Glover
SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
SELLING
. Carpentry,
Westinghouse, concrete
Realtors at 753-1492.
, plumbing,
753-1873
RHYTHM OF THE SELLING MACHINE
Whirlpoo
UNDER
THE
l.
21
years roofing, sliding.
Spacious 5 bedroom, 2
NO
bath home on one acre experience. Parts and JOB TO SMALL. Free
in nice suburban area. service. Bobby Hopper estimates. Days 474L.R. 15x23 central air Bob's Appliance Ser- 2359 or 753-6973, nights
and heat also new wood vice 202 S. 5th St. 474-2276.
burning stove. Carpeted 753-4872, 753-8886
Guttering by Sears.
throughout. Out of town (home).
Sears continuous gutowners must sell soon. Air Conditioner, Dryer,
ters installed for your
Located on Coles Camp Washer and Freezer;
specifications. Call
Ground Road. $41,500, repaired. Call Sure-Fix
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
Sears 753-2310 for free
make offer. Howard Appliance and Reestimate.
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Sorensen 2328 Nees frigerator Service. 759
Harmon and Malone.
1322.
Lane. Colesville Md
20894. Phone 301-384- Appliance repair work Complete remodeling
from ground to roof top.
9570. Evenings.
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or Free estimates.
753-5883. Evenings, 75347. Motorcycles
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
0790 or 436-2107.
6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
1978 Yahama X 5400.
Only 3600 miles. A real
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
nice bike. 753-6273.
1980 Sachs moped, mag
INTERIOR
wheels and baskets,
EXTERIOR
excellent condition,
TROUBLES
PAINTING
5350. 345-2253.
1980 Yamaha 250 ExciIf
it's
with wel
WALLPAPERING
ter, excellent. 753-8987.
pumps,
plumbin
1982 Honda Magna V45,
PROFESSIONAL
ROBES0^Quality' Service
4,500 miles, 2 helmets.
electric,
or
then I
PAINTING
Best offer. 753-3188 or
Cornpany
Interior & ixtenor,
have the answer.
753-2436 after 5p.m.
Heating and Air
reasonable rotes. Cell
Call
John
Glover,
753-3716
Aluminum and Vinyl
Condi (4,r,ing
Keith Black 753-6244

vor-

I EY' ARPET
CLEANING

ffx
up

LIME

T.L.C. MAID SERVICE

ARI)

TENDER LOVING
CARE

$259.99

Free Estimates

759-9754
759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature

AUCTION

.2stwomszommei

AILY GOLD & SILVER PRICE

imwmammw

ROSS
ROOFING

PRE-SEASON SALE

sumpuzisu
NO•w
4V
mes1ev
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JAMES R. CASH

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

Police
911

911

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

CHIROPRACTIC
OUTL
OOK
Broerin

75G-5222

* rciEE

or 753-0839 for free

gmeyer

By Dr. Mary

licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
753,0689.

753-6952

753-9290

753-6614
RUNNER'S BACK
Chiropractors see many runners
coniplaining of recurring spinal
troubles: neck pain, whiplash,
musculo-skelistal pain, low-back
stiffness, stabbing aches when
ordinary body movements are
loads.
Even short running distances
can place a strain on your spine,
asuacks, and ligaments. Running
C1111•11 sudden jarring and pounding equal to triple your total
weight on each foot. This surplus
force reacts on your spinal discs
and many radiating nerves. To
run or not to run?
Answer: bellin with a chiropractic exam and adjustment to

clear up any subluzati , congestion, or tightness. This natural
method corrects spinal misalignment or pinched nerves which
could cause severs pain and serious damage during running. Chiropractic-prescribed
"warm-up"
exercises will help you run freely
without body or back trouble.
Promoted as a service to the
community by
Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East Hwy.94
Murray,Kentucky 42071 ---Phone(502)753-2913
Out of State 1-000426-3308
Hours: a.m.to5 p.m.
Monde thru Pride

41•10.0.0.

By Owner, three bedroom, 2 bath,
large kitchen and living room, den
and one car garage. Approxmately
2,200 sq. ft. on lot and /
1
2.
way between Mayfield and
Murray on 121. Mid-50's. Call
489-2727.

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.

Vibro Steam

Carrier
The terrier deo& for 111/k1
end service in Isfrorrey sod
Callow (unity 102
Chooses

753-8181

Paper Dolls
Paper Hangers

Upholstery Cleaning

ones & Gray
UphOlstery

753-5827

los N. 7th

502-,53400,
002>ss>,ss

753-010`e
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OBITUARIES

Sellers and buyers more concerned abotet safety of product

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Pre* Writer
Ten years after the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission was founded, the hazards of the
marketplace remain, but
R.D. Alexander, 71,
the chairman of the agenJackson, Tenn., died
Funeral services for cy is optimistic about the
Services for Mrs. Saturday at Jackson- William Newton Ruddle future.
Nancy Steorts, who
Genella Treas Jones were Madison County General were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Hornbeak
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the Hospital there.
He was a retired Funeral Home, Fulton.
Spring Creek Baptist
refrigerator
instructor Dr. Michael Adams ofChurch. The Rev. Glenn
Armstrong and the Rev. with the State Vocational ficiated.
Burial was in Pleasant
Randolph Allen of- School System.
Survivors are his wife, View Memorial Gardens
ficiated. Tilghman Barrow led congregational Mrs. Carmen Kirk Alex- there.
Mr. Ruddle, 68, Counsinging with Stacy Howell ander; two sons, Wymon
Alexander and David try Club Courts, Fulton,
as pianist.
Pallbearers were Dan- Alexander, Jackson; one died Thursday night at
PRINCETON, Ky.
ny Cunningham, David sister, Mrs. Madge Community Hospital. ( AP)- Louisville Mayor
Feagin. Bobby Watson, Woodard, Murray; four Mayfield.
Harvey Sloane says a
He was a retired postal "cash-flow problem" in
Dwight Watson,. Jimmy brothers, Sam, Marcus,
Armstrong and Howard Skeeter and Herman clerk and a amber of his gubernatorial camArmstrong. Burial was in Alexander, all of First Baptist Church, paign was the reason he
Fulton, where he was a personally borrowed
the church cemetery with Jackson.
The funeral will be to- deacon. He also was a $133,000 in the final days
arrangements by Max
Churchill Funeral Home. day at 4 p.m. in the member of the American of the primary race.
Mrs. Jones, 68, Rt. 1, chapel of Lawrence- Legion and was a veteran
Sloane said Saturday
Alm°, died Saturday at 5 Sorenson Funeral Home, of World War II serving the money will be used to
in the U.S. Army.
a.m. at Western Baptist Jackson.
pay for television camBorn Oct. 6, 1914, in paign commercials. He
Hospital, Paducah.
Palrnersville, Tenn., he said he also has given a
She is survived by her
was the son of the late -iiefsonal $67,000 letter of
husband, J.D. Jones; one
Edgar Ruddle and Pearl credit to South Central
daughter, Mrs. Ben
Page Ruddle.
(Jane) Nix, Rt. 2; one
Bell Telephone Co. to
Survivors include his guarantee a required
son, Dwane Jones and
Final rites for Franklin
wife, Freda, 805 South D. Houston were Satur- wife, Mrs. Nell Marie cash deposit for his camNinth St.; one grandson, day at 2 p.m. in the Bowers Ruddle; two paign telephones.
John Warren Nix; two chapel of Max Churchill daughters, Mrs. Faye
"We had to buy (televigranddaughters, Susan Funeral Home. The Rev. Pittman and Mrs. Marie sion ads) in advance and
and Jennifer Jones.
Otis Jones and the Rev. Carver, Paducah; one we didn't have the cash
Her mother, Mrs. Ora Gerald Owens officiated. son, Eddie Ruddle, flow to purchase it in adTreas, Benton, her sister, Music was by singers Dallas, Texas; one vance,"Sloane said.
Mrs. Ina Kaler, Rt. 1, from Sugar Creek Baptist grandson, Christopher
He said he used his own
Carver,Paducah.
'Benton, and her brother, Church.
stocks as collateral for
Also suviving are one the loan from Citizens
J.C. Treas, Calvert City,
Pallbearers were Dan
brother,
Ellis Ruddle, Fidelity Bank & Trust Co.
also survive.
Hale, Clyde Dale Tidwell,
Stephen Houston, Randy Fulton, and ttvo sisters, in Louisville and the let-G r o gan
- A tie n-M rs
' A II" Pa-r-k e r-, -terofruedit• The loan will appear on
and 'Roger Paducah, and Mr's.Gogan
the post-election report
Grogan. Burial was in Lillian Gilbert, Murray.
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Houston,49, drowned Wednesday night off
The funeral for Mrs.
Tobacco Road.
CaptoIa Elkins Miller
He is survived by his
FRANKFORT, Ky. while poultry items fell 7
was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
father, Lloyd Houston, ( AP) - The Kentucky percent, dairy products
the chapel of Max ChurRt. 3; sister, Mrs. Joe Farm Bureau says the were down 2.5 percent
chill Funeral Home. The
(Ann)Grogan, Murray; state's retail food prices and fruits and vegetables
Rev. G.T. Moody and
brother, Alfred Houston, remained virtually un- averaged 1 cent lower,
John Dale officiated. Gus
Brookport, Ill.; four changed in March as fall- said the survey.
Robertson, Jr., was
nephews.
ing prices for poultry and
Fresh cucumbers
soloist with Mrs. Oneida
dairy products offset a 5 posted the largest
White as organist.
percent jump in beef decline, down 16 cents for
Pallbearers were Federal-State Market News Service M041costs.
an average of 40 cents
Cassell Garrison, Aubrey day. May23.1903
Th, Farm Bureau's each, while rib eye.steak
Purchase Area Hog Market
Willoughby, Ruble Thur- Kentucky'
Report Includes6 Baying Stations
man, Harold Houston, Receipts Act. 123 Est 500 Barrows & Gilts monthly marketbasket registered the biggest
20-50 higher Sows under 450 lbs steady 50 survey placed the cost of
hike, jumping 35 cents to
Willie Barnett and Solon higher
over 450 lbs 50-1 lower
40 selected food items at an average of $4.65 per
Bucy. Burial was in Mur- US 1-2210.240 lbs
146 75-47 013 few 4725
945 75-46 75 $o8.99 in May, up just a
US 2200-210 lbs
pound.
ray City Cemetery.
146 5-46 75 few cents from the April
US 2210-250 lbs
Morehead showed the
Mrs. Miller, 82, 806 US 2-3 250770 lbs
941.35-4035
level of $58.94, and one lowest marketbasket
Hut* Dr., died Friday at Sows
$36 20-3890 percent below the
US 1-2 770-350 lbs
May average for May at
7:53 a.m. at Westview US I-3 300-450 lbs
57 00-31 00
63800.39 00 1982 price of $59.58.
1-3450-500 Its
US
$48.63, while Inez in MarNursing Home. She was US I-3500450 lbs
139 00-41 00
Pork and grain pro- tin County had the
the widow of Earlie US 2-3 300-500 lbs
$36 00-37 00
ducts remained stable, highest average of 5.34.
Boers 35-31.50
Miller.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Charles
(Estelle ) Caldwell and
Mrs. Max ( Murrelle)
Walker, two sisters; Mrs.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT-INVESTMENTS
Maudie Garrison and
Mrs. Isabelle Cunningham, one grandson,
Jerry Caldwell and wife, Prices furnished by
Goodyear
32s -L8
First of
Carolyn, one grand- Michigan, Woodman Bldg.
Gulf Oil
35'2 -38
daughter, Traca Lynn
I.B.M.110/
1
2
Walker, and two great- Industrial Average
J.C. Penney
6038 -3,8
-5.32
grandchildren, Michelle
Jerico
2238 -ire
and Chad Caldwell, all of Air Products
Johnson & Johnson
467,8 -38
4238 -38
Murray; one brother, Ashland
K Mart
311,4
333,4 -38
Tracy Elkins, Detroit, American Telephone
Mary Kay Cosm
37
658 unc.
Mich.
Chrysler
Penwalt
/
2
251
/
2
40 -1
Dupont
Quaker Oats
471
/
2 -1,4
45 -38
Emerson Electric
Texaco
593re -111
34L8 -L4
Ford
U.S. Tobacco
4858
321
/
2 -1
/
2
G.A.F
6878 -58
Wal Mart
171
/
2 -Ire
General Dynamics
Wendy's
4778 -38
1734 unc.
General Motors
Wetterau
65¼ unc.
1814 -3
-4
3678
General Tire
LOUISVILLE. Ky
AP
USDA
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
401/4 unc.
8 32
Estimated receipts cattle and calves

Funeral rites Mr. Alexander W.N. Ruddle's
held Sunday dies Saturday rites Sunday
for Mrs. Jones

became head of the commission in August 1981,
says both sellers and
buyers are more concerned about and aware of the
importance of safety.
"I see a new awareness
on the part of most industries," said Ms.
Steorts in an interview,
as she compared the

Mayor Harvey Sloane
talks about problem
concerning campaign

Houston rites
conducted

40

Mrs. Miller's
rites Sunday

Food prices unchanged

Hog market

that is due June 28,
Sloane said, adding "we
are going to make that
(the debt) up by the time
the campaign is over."
RIN TIN TIN
Rin Tin Tin, a dog star
of the silent screen, was
found abandoned in a
German trench during
World War I. An
American officer who
was also a dog trainer
took him home to California, where the dog enjoyed a long career at
Warner Brothers.

--graw*
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1982 Cutlass
5-2 doors, 4-4 doors
Special

purchase fleet with excellent
maintenance program.
12 mo or 12 000 mm mechanical protection

2 Dr. t14:24ift" 4 Dr. Vi.911te

CHEVROLET
753-2.1

REMOVAL

considering both the
agency's future and its
financing. The administration requested a
two-year reauthorization,
with budgets of $32
million for each of those
years. A Senate committee has approved the twoyear plan, but set budgets
of $35 million a year. A
bill in the House would
give the commission five
more years of life, with
budgets beginning at $47
million for fiscal 1984 and
rising to $57 million in
fiscal 1988.
Ms. Steorts said the
agency is trying to improve operations by setting priorities and concentrating on 10 major
issues each year "so we
can put as much money
as we have ilto them."
Summing up the commission's job,she said:
"I think we sort of
serve as a catalyst for,
helping consumers help
themselves."

ELECT
TOM RAY
Auditor
May 24, Democratic Primary
CANDIDATE WITH EXPERIENCE WHO FEELS
THAT, AS A TAXPAYER, YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
ALL THE FACTS!
EXPERIENCED IN GOVERNMENT Former member
of the Kentucky House of Representatives
where he served as vice Fbairran.of the Banking andinsurance Committee
EXPERIENCED IN AU DITING
Served five years as executive director of
the Governor's Council on Agriculture, was
auditor for the Administrative Services, Dept.
of Agriculture.
THE BACKGROUND AND COURAGE TO WORK IN
YOUR BEST INTEREST
EDUCATION: University of Kentucky, A.B.
Degree from University of Louisville, University of Louisville School of Law.
MILITARY: U.S. Marine Combat Veteran,
member of D.A.V., V.F.W., American Legion.

WATERBEDS
FLOOR SAMPLE
SELL OUT
New Spring Merchandise
Is Arriving & We Have To
Get Rid Of Our In Stock Beds
To Make More Room

Livestock
market listed

We can ,entove stumps up
tO 74 below the 8,08,4
:t5 4345 0, 415 4319

641 S. Murra

standards are just as
good as mandatory ones
- "if you have industry
cooperation" - and are
"much faster and much
more cost effective."
The commission has
had its successes and
failures during its 10-year
history. Critics charged it
was concentrating on
frivolous issues during.
many of the early years.
In a recent Louis Harris poll, however, the
public gave the commission the best marks of
any government agency.
Forty-four percent of
those surveyed gave it a
positive rating and 26 percent gave it a negative
rating.
The agency's budget
has been cut by 25 percent and its staff has been
reduced by 28 percent
during the past two
years. The budget for
fiscal 1983 - the current
year-is $33.5 million.
Congress currently is

Chairman William M. Kvegal Owensboro, Ky.

Stock market

_ K&K STUMP

7
,50008

1.0"DWAIN TAYLOR

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

2,200 slaughter steers and heifers
steady to 50 lower, slaughter rows and
bulls steady early , calves and vealers
steady . feeders opening firm to 1 00
higher
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 9443-1310
lbs. 63 70-66 70, good and choice 2-3 9961007 lbs 6260.0.3 50. good 2-3 924-1300
lbs. 55 00-60 80. choice 2-3 1046-1612 lb
Holsteins 55 00-59 00; good 1-2 1046-1540
lb. Holsteins 52.00-55.00, heifers choice
24 1117-1100 lbs 62 80-64 80, package
65 10. good and choice 2-3 1052 lbs
61.80. good 772-1018 lbs. 54.50-60 40
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 4050-4500
high dressing and high boning 45 2549.50 individual up to 53.50. canner and
cutter 1-2 35 75-39 50 shell,' canner
2750-3275. slaughter bulls grade 1-2
955-1415 lbs 52.75-55 75 85001245 lbs.
49 00-54) 75 choice 165-280 lb vealers
7600-00 00, prime 90 50-9200. cChoice
379-4703b alves 60.00-60.50
Feeder steers medium frame 1 300500
69 00-74 50. 500-600 lbs 65 7572.60 . 600-700 lbs 63 00-65 75. 700.100
Ito 60 50-63 75. 800-875 lbs 60 00-62 60.
1000 lbs. partly fattened offerings 61 50.
medium frame 1 300-500 lbs 62.50-69 03-.
500-750 lbs 55 00-67 001 large frame 2
Holsteins 300-500 lb. 54.004200. 500-615
lb. 53 25-60 00, 745425 lbs 40.00-5200:
heifers medium frame 1 300-500 lbs
59 00-65 50. 500-600 lbs 54 0041 00: 600745 lb. 56 0060 00. medium frame 1-2
300-090 lbs 55 OD-59 00: 500-700 Its 54 0058.00. medium frame 2 350-710 lbs 47 0055 00
Hogs 700 barrows and gilts 50-75
higher 1-2335-295 lbs. 48 0048 20, 2 211.5255 Ibis 47 50-47 90. 2-3 50-245 !be 47 604750, 3 360-120 lb. 44 00-45 00, 320-335
lbs 43 0044 011: sows steady. 1-2360-350
lbs 40 00-41 011: 350-400 lbs 41 110-42 00,
4011-450 lbs. 42.90-4150. 450-00011w 42 5043 It few 43 40 . medium 300-500 Ws
31.50-3025, boars over 300 lbs. 5 0148 OS
Sheep untested

situation today with that
in May 1973 when the
commission began operations.
"We are seeing the corporate executive with a
real concern about the
safety of his or her products and that I think is
new,"she said.
Ms. Steorts said there
are practical reasons for
the change. Industries
are concerned, she said,
"because their customer
- the consumer-is concerned. And I think also
the threat of a productliability suit and ... the
threat of a recall ... are
putting added emphasis
on the safety of ttc•oducts."
Commission figures
show that 33 million people are injured and 28,000
are killed each year in accidents involving consumer products.
Under Ms. Steorts, the
commission has stressed
voluntary rather than
mandatory safety standards-an approach that
has led to some criticism
from consumer activists.
Ms. Steorts said,
however, that voluntary

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
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MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE

-11IP •
MEDICAL CARE IS EXPENSIVE AND, If YOU'RE WISE, YOU HAVE BROAD HEALTH
CARE INSURANCE,PERHAPS PROM TWO OR MORE COMPANIES.
BUT EACH COMPANY OR GOVERN/MINT 11/1411MS PROGRAM 6 INUERENT AND,
SOPAETUAES, NOT MIN TIIIE DOCTORS OR LOCAL AGENTS CAN UNRAVEL THE
COVERAGES, RESTRICTIONS,FRANI REWIRE/MATS AND LIMITATIONS THAT COME
INTO PLAY WIIIEN YOU VISIT THE IIMffAL
THAT'S WHY MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE CAME INTO NM.OUR RECORDS
INDICATE THAT:
•THREE OUT OF FOUR HOSPITAL VISITS MAY END IN INCOMPLETE
COVERAGE PAYMENT
•EVEN THOUGH INSURANCE BILNUITS MAY SE CONSIDERABLE, SEVERAL
HUNDRED DOLLARS MAY REMAIN UNPAID THROUGH INCOMPLETE
CLAIMS PROCEDURES

Prices For A Complete Bed
Start At

•ANYONE WHO RECEIVES HOSPITAL CARE OR INSURABLE MEDICAL SERVICES COULD BE ENTITLED TO INSURANCE RENEFITS OF WHICH THEY ARE
UNAWARE.

WHEN YOU NEED THE HELP, CONTACT HUGS E. WILSON OR JANET WALUS FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION. THERE'S PIOTH10111 LIKE MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE, BUT
THEN, THERE'S NOTHING QUITE UNE A,STAT INTHE HOSPITAL EITHER.
- (502)753-7750

520 Main Street

MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE

$158.00

Strictly A Floor Sample Sale
This Sale Good Only
While Supplies Last

When You Need It Meet, Get All You Paid For
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